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Advisory Committee Backslides
by Elze
The state advisory committee on AIDS ,
in an alarming move away fro m sound
public health policy this fa ll , endorsed
limited mandatory testing in the event a
health care wo rker, law enforcement official, or employee in a state institution is
accidentally exposed to a person's bodil y ""
fl uids .
Proposed legislation has been drafted fo r
the committee's comment. (See related
· story in this issue .)
Dr . Michael Bach and Dr . Edward A ndrews. both from Maine Medical Center,
urged the committee at i ts September
meeting to recommend allowing hospital s
to test a patient without his/her info rmed
consent in cases of a health care worker' s
accidental exposure .
Claiming a \ink between the hospital's
d iffic ul ty in recruiting and hiring nurses
and other staff and the fear of HIV infection , AndTews said such testing would
psychologically benefit hospital employees. Andrews did not mention low
wages and long hours as factors contributing to labor shortages in area
hospitals.
.A heated debate ensued among the
physicians present , with committee chair
Dr . Owen Pickus arguing that employees
can be followed and tested , and that

hospitals should provide them with education , training , and protective clothing and
equipment Pickus also warned that testing
patients gives health care workers a false
sense of security .
" Ma ine often leads the nation, but we
should not lead the nation in a situation of
mandatory testing and embarra ss ourselves.'' Pickus said .
But Bach, avoiding the issue of whether
employees submitting to voluntary testing
is mo re reasonable than testing patients
without info rmed consent, said early detection of infec tion could assist in treatment. ,
" I'd take AZT right now if I got a
needle-stick fro m an infected person, " he
said , maintai ning that AZT could prevent
viral infection .
But Pickus countered , " There is no
The Maine Contingent
evidence to show AZT can prevent seroconversion .''
After extensive debate, the committee
endorsed 11-8 the drafting of changes in
C!lflent
the law to fllow for .e
informed consent requirements.
· - ~ ~......
During the discussion , Charlie Sherburne of the American Federation of State,
County , and Municipal Employees accused
Maine Attorney General James Tierney
Pickus and others of ignoring the concerns
publicly proclaimed on December 2 his
of guards at the state 's correctional
support for civil rights protection for lescontinued on page 24
bians and gay men in Maine , saying the
AIDS epidemic has created a situation
dem anding lega l protection aga inst
d iscrimination .
'' AIDS has been grafted onto the concept of an individual's sexual orientation .
Because of this reality, it is a worsening
tion to the existing law , which absolutely
situation fo r gay men and lesbian women ,
prohibits blood tests fo r the HIV antibody
that they sustain more intolerance , more
without a person , s written info rmed condiscrimination , simply because they ' re in
sent. At the time , the association ' s posia class by themselves ," Tierney said .
tion was that its member hospitals should
For that reason, Tierney said he would
have the right to test the blood of patients
vote in favor of including sexual orientainvolved in needle-stick accidents so health
tion in the Maine Human Rights Act. .
care workers don ' t have to suffer the ,anx'' This class of individual s clearl y
iety of wondering whether they might have
deserves protection," he said .
been infected.
When he was a legislator and in his 1986
Antibodies to the virus , which are
run
for governor , Tierney did not support
believed to cause AIDS , don' t show up im. making ·" sexual orientation" a part of the
mediately, so the hospital association
Human Rights Act. Adding such language
believes health care workers' fears can
would guarantee to lesbians and gay men
only be alleviated by testing patients for
the right to employment, housing , credit
the HIV antibody .
Opponents of the hospital association' s
plan say it ignores the rights of patients
minstrators want to do everything possiwho don ' t want their blood tested . They
ble to gather evidence to insulate themsay it also doesn' t take into account the·
selves from workers ' comp claims , even
problem of false negative results, which
if it means forcing people to be tested
would lull health care workers into believagainst their will .
ing they had not been exposed , when they
The debate will move to center stage ip
actually may have been .
the Legislature this winter . The bills likeOpponents of the hospital association
ly to be introduced take different applan also point to the fact the nurses'
proaches .
association has not backed it. The nurses'
The Bureau of Health' s bill , which curmajor push is for better education in the
rently is in draft form , probably will repreworkplace about avoiding infection . Opsent the middle position . It would allow
ponents have speculated the hospital
testing .of patients ' blood for HIV antiassociation ' s true motive is to protect
bodies whenever "a member of a health
employers from workers' compensation
care team" is exposed to the blood or bodiclaims filed by employees involved in a
ly fluids of another , " which exposure •
needle-stick accident who later test positive
creates a significant risk of infection ,'' as
for HIV. In other words , the hospital ad-

AIDS Bills in Next Session
by Brenda Buchanan

and Diane Matthews
Maine lawmakers will consider a
number of AIDS-related bills in the second
half of the I 13th session , which begins in
January . Four bills are likely to come from
the state Bureau of Health . Seven others
have been put forward by individual
legislators.
The must controversial issue is likely to
concern the balancing of rights when health
· care workers, law enforcement officers or
. school officials are accidentally exposed to
someone's blood in an occupational setting .
Four separate bills deal with such accidental exposure , commonly called
needle-stick accidents, as that's the most
common means of accidental exposure.
Needle sticks occur when health care
workers puncture their own skin accidentally with a needle containing drops of a
patient's blood .
The issue is whether employers of
workers who are accidentally exposed
should be allowed to test the blood of the
patient or other person involved in such accidents regardless of their wishes .
Because most accidental exposure occurs
in medical settings, the Maine Hospital
Association has been especially active on
this issue. This fall , the association's
representative to the state AIDS Advisory
Committee argued strongly for an excep-
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and public accommodations. Currently '(
those rights can be legally denied on the
basis of a person's sexual orientation.
The forum for Tierney's remarks was a
meeting held by the Maine State Advisory
Committee to the U .S Commission on
Civil Rights. The purpose of the session
was for the.committee to collect testimony
about civil rights issues in Maine .
Though the agenda reflected a broad
spectrum of minority groups , no one from
the lesbian/gay community was asked to
participate. The committee's chair, Shirley
Elias Ezzy of Augusta , said the group' s
j urisdiction did not include lesbians and
gay men.
Kathy Mcinnis, state organizer with the
Maine Association of Handicapped Persons, challenged Ezzy .
" You are the Maine State Advisory
Committee," Mcinnis said . "You could
take a bold stance and choose to hear from
the gay and lesbian community. You could
choose to rise above the narrow thinking
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights ."

defined by the Bureau of Health." The first
step would be to attempt to obtain the patient' s informed consent. If the patient
refuses, state or local health officials would
have to obtain a District Court order to perform a test.
The bill sets the same procedures for ac-·
cidental exposure to blood or bodily fluids
by law enforcement officers and school
employees . In all cases , every test done as
the result of an accidental exposure would
have to be reported to the state.
The hospital association' s bill , which is
· being introduced by Sen.· Barbara Gill , a ·
Republican from South Portland, is ex-

continued on page 24
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We're Back

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Maine 04104
(207) na-2294

Our Paper is back. Yep, we're alive, well, and still living in Maine.
WheR we suspended publication last September we said we needed some time to rest
and to step back and plan our future. Well , we've done just that. Af,er more than four
years of continuous work, it was a great relief to have some time off.
But we weren't loafing. Our mid-September "town meeting" was attended by about
20 people who were none too shy about saying what they thought of us ·- good or
bad. Many people offered suggestions about types of coverage we should have in the
future . A common criticism was that we were "too political" and didn't reflect the
diverse interests of all Maine' s gay men and lesbians·. Many of those present offered
1
to ·help by contributing articles or helping with production and distriil>uti6 n.' · · ,
In subsequent collective meetings we worked on ways to implement· your suggestions. We decided that. it is essential to continue our political co"erage-and do more
in_-depth, investigative reporting . There is just too much important stuff happening that
you are not going to read about in the Portland Press Herald or the Bangor Daily News.
We want to inform gay Mainers, and frankly, to incite you to fight against all the bigotry
and hypocrisy happening in our state and nationally in the last gasp of.the Reagan years.
But, like everyone knows, fags and dykes have a Jot of fun. We want to reflect that
side of us, too. We have sworn that in each issue there will be a balance of the serious
and lighter fare . We want to let you know what's happening in the bars, in our clubs,
on college campuses, and in the woods. To do this we have instituted a system of regional
correspondents to cover the far corners of this va~t state. In this issue you will find
people in such places as Waldo and Hancock countjes writing about what's happening
· 'in their lives. ·
,
We have also made some structural changes which will allow us to operate more
efficiently. No longer will everybody do everything, Responsibilities have been much
more clearly delineated and we have made room for people who want to work on specific
tasks without having the full repsonsibility of membership in the collective. We can
still use a !pt of help. If you are interested in writing, or working on production or
distribution, let us know. The one ,area where a lot of work still needs to be done is
in finances. Although we have a 'better understanding of our goal.; in that area we were
not able to implement any major. changes. Again, any help in budgetary planing.
'.. marketing, etc. would be greatly appreciated.
So, here we are, feeling good again and ready to take on the world. Many of us.
like you, marched in Washington. We came back invigorated and hopeful. We saw
that we do not exist alone in our isolated corner of the world. We are part of a strong,
cou,rag~o.us,. lovi1,1g an~ _qe:iutiful people fighting for our future - and _winning.
I

(FB)

PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER Collective, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104. _The purpose of
' OUR PAPER is to serve as a
voice for lesbians and gay men in
Maine. We wish. the newspaper
to be a source of information,
support and affirmation, and a
vehicle for celebration, by and
for members of the lesbian and
gay men's communities. We want
the paper to reflect our diversity
.as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication
any material that broadens our
understanding of our lifestyles
and of each other. Views and
opinions appearing in the paper
are those of the authors only.
· We request that all material
submitted be signed and include
an address and/or phone nur:nber
so we can contact the author if
editorial revisions need to be
considered. We reserve the right
to edit unsigned material as
necessary. Withiri· tt,e pages of
.the ne~spaper, articles can .&ppear aripnymou$1y, upon request,
and strict confidentiality will be
· · oqserved. No revisions or -rejecp
· ccur
. · tions of signert ri:iat~'riarwiit _
~
':1 ' . ' '
>
" , .. Y'lth<;>Ht di&!P.QU.e w,l.b th~ auJnQr,
__ Even though our editorials are
' initialed, they · represent· the
opinion of all collective members.
We welcome and encourage
all our readers to submit material
for publication and to share your
comments, criticfsmsand positive
feelings with us. Remember, OUR
PAPER is Your Paper!!! Deadline
for each issue is the 10th of the
month.
1 •

A ~sguided Direction
The Maine Bureau of Health and the state advisory committee on AlDS are sorely
misguided in seeking legislation permitting involuntary HIV antibody testing of people
who refuse voluntary testing in the event a health care worker, law enforcement officer, school employee, or state institution employee is accidentally exposed to their
bodily fluids.
We condemn such a proposed waste of financial and human resources. Such a policy
does nothing to educate health care workers, law enforcemel}t officials, and others about
the risks of HIV infection and does everything to falsely reassure them about possible
infection and, therefore, their ability to safely continue unsafe behaviors. Such a policy
perpetuates lies.
We empathize with health, care providers alarmed about the risk of HIV infection
and infection by other blood-borne pathogens - workers who labor long hours at low
wages and under emotionally and physically stressful conditions. Precisely because we
care - as well as care about the civil rights of American citizens under the U.S. Constitution (limited, though, they be for some of us) - we strongly urge the rejection
of any legislation recommending involuntary testing.
·
It is not good enough that a court order is required before involuntary testing can
commence. Judges have been known to make bad decisions. Witness the Supreme Court.
Enough said?
It is not good enough that the Bureau of Health must determine the existence of a
"reasonable likelihood that exposure occurred."
It is not good enough that the circumstances of exposure would have to be carefµlly
,
documented.
Persons infected with HIV usually develop antibodies against the virus. within 6-12
weeks after infection, but antibodies to the virus may take as long as six months to
appear in blood tests. Additionally, the false positive rate of the ELISA antibody screening requires confirmation by the more expensive Western Blot. But even with the second
test, the rate of false positives in populations with a low rate of infection is unacceptable.
Hospital administrators claim their employees have a right to know when they're
in a hazardous situation. The administrators also claim to be concerned about the peace
of mind of their employees. They want to reassure their employees, they say .
According to the U.S. Public Health Service, health care providers should be acting
as if all bodjiy fluids handled are potentially hazardous. Hospitals should be providing
their employees with comprehensive education and training on the routine use of univer. sat blood and body-fluid precautions for all patients, equipment and supplies necessary
to minimize the risk of infection with blood-borne pathogens, and close monitoring
of adherence to protective measures.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are_$12 for one
. year (12 issues), $20 for two
years and $25 for three years.
Make · checks payable to OUR
PAPER.

OUR PAPER PEOPLE
THE COLLECTIVE
Fred Berger, Business Manager
Brenda Buchanan, News
Coordinator
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·Diar:ie Elze, Features
Coordinator
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Design Coordinator
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Doug
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T.A.H.
Vivian Wadas

ADVERTJSING SALESPERSON
Pam Gordon

A negative test result on a patient's blood does not mean the health care provider
.vasn't exposed to or infectt:d with the virus. To falsely reassure health care providers
s criminal. And to perpetuate myths and misinformation about this virus is immoral.
ihould accidental exposure to bodily fluids occur, as through a needle-stick, the health
;are provider can choose to undergo HIV antibody testing at periodic intervals if she/he
.vants to know whether she/he has been exoosed to 1:he' v.irus.
We'd venture to guess that hospital administrators are more concerned about workers
;ompensation claims than about the health of their employees. And it's pure folly _to
hink that hospital administ~ators won't try to require HIV testing of employees in the
'uture.
We urge the Bureau of Health and the state advisory committee on AIDS to put their
:nergies. instead, into education and actively lobbying against similar legislation comng from the hospitals.
'
'
And we urge Maine's gay and lesbian community to begin organizing against this
' egislation, but to begin thinking about what·our response will be in the event misguided
egislation, this or any other, is passed .
At what point do we say , '"No more testing"? At what point do we refuse to paricipate in a system that emphasizes testing over education? At what point do we refuse
o take ·state money? At what point? ·
(DE)
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Dear Our Paper,

,

Dear Persons:

Since reading Barbara Leclerc's comments on Andrea Dworkin' s Intercourse,
I have felt that she has missed the valuable
contribution of Dworkin's work.
As a Lesbian Feminist Woman, I am·affected by the egocentricity seated in the
politics of heterosexual intercourse :
Redundant, ''romantic ' ' intercourse
themes are played continuously in movies ,
on television , over radio and in books.
As well, I am adversely affected by
over-population - a direct consequence of
sexual intercourse, mixed with individual
irresponsibility toward a universal society , 'and societal ignorance concerning the
presentation and use of woman-safe birth
control.
I am affected by the negative implications of hard core pornqgraphy. By centuries of multi_tudinous brutal rapes; by
wife battery and male-fought wars both
during 'peace-times and not. (I consider
sexual violence, porn, battery and environmental pollution strong evidence of
peace-time war-fare against the female
·
principle.)
Those, like myself, who feel a "trifle"
bombarded by male sexuality and maledefined female spirituality and practice,
can appreciate Dworkin's work as a spiral
off a very basic feminist question and
theme: The responsibility of each Woman
for all Women for all the world for all
time.
Can we as women continue to ignore the
varied forms of daily assaults that knock
and destroy our lives? Can we as women
within male-dominated cultures rally
together mutably to contend with the current politics of sexual intercourse which includes both ethics of tremendous violence
to our female psyche and bodies, as well
as ethics of tenderness?
J
Dworkin knows the mess women are in
; globally .
.
i

Dworkin has written a 1'><>9k 'th'at'\forks

I

with the "uncomfortable".
Dworkin should not be undermined, but
considered-:
Until women actively prioritize a willingness to act in our own best interests as
women in need of global self-defense, men
like Mel Dahl (Fall 1987 Vol. 5 #1) will
continue to blindly assert that those of us
who are feminists should be "nice".
According.to his assessment of our situation we have "nothing to lose" by being
in favor of good things rather than against
bad things. (Even though that in such extreme times women are most popular and
most frequently used targets of patriarchal
violence.)
To Mel I say this: It's true. You can attract more flies with honey than with
vinegar.
But who needs flies?

-i

- ,

Smythlen Wolfe

As you are aware, the Greater Bangor
National Organization for Women and The
Women' s Center, along with Maine Peace
Action Committee.from the University of
Maine, Orono, sponsored a Holly Near
Concert last May 1. It was a wonderful "'
concert and we also had some unexpected
financial success after all .the bills were
paid!! So; we d~cided to take a percentage
of our profits and share it with peace
groups , publications, etc. , such as yourselves. We want you to know how much
it is appreciated when you take the time
and effort to "get the word out" about an
event, such as our concert. The more people that are exposed to progressive music,
thoughts, ideas, etc. , the ·more of a cha1'ce
we all have for peace, as you know . I want
to thank you personally for your de'dication and I hope this financial contribution
from the concert will help a little to keep
things going.
Again , thanks for your perserverance
and commitment in all issues and for all
your help with Holly's concert.

In Memoriam: Albert M.·Fine

.)

Peace,
. Karen

Albert M. Fine, the artist , died in October outside of Boston of cancer. He left
Portland a year ago , where he lived on
Cumberland Avenue and where he was
known to many by his habit of carrying
heavily laden bags wherever he went.
A.M . Fine wrote art reviews and poetry
for this paper and he was also known as
a living legend in artist circl~s in Portland
and New York , and around the world,
priricipally by his original letter writing
style which included whole sentences of his
droll , poetic writing, crossed out yet legible, and . his famous signature hallmark:
"A .M. fine, A Single Non-Ratshit
Cosmic Elder from Planet Earth, Solar
System" with a one-cent stamp on the lip
of the envelope.
Albert received his Master's Degree in
Musical Composition from the Juilliard
School and then speqt the next 25 years in
Manhattan where his intelligence and
poetic wit brought him collegial relationships with many New York artists , in-

eluding Andy Warhol , Allen Ginsberg ,
and Ray Johnson. Ray Johnson, in particular, was a life-long friend and a major
influence and artistic· inspiration. The
Maine-New York artist William kand
curated Albert's exhibition last December
and January at New York's La Galleria
dell'Occhio in the East Village. In July ,
weakened and showing signs of his fatal
cancer, Albert traveled from Boston "to
New York just to meet the Japanese mail
artist Ryosuke Cohen, who spoke no
English.
An unforgettable·artist and man, brilliant
in his hilariously funny word associations
based on extensive readings and. fluent
French, he practiced Buddhism and was a
strict vegetarian. He possessed a gentleness
and a rare sweetness of soul that marked
him as both vulnerable and slightly askew
in our modern world to which he always
felt , rightly, alienated.
Carlo Pittore

Dear Friends:
I was so emotionally moved by the
March on Washington that I must thank
you , my gay and lesbian brothers and
sisters, our friends and relatives, for coming to my home and making my city so
beautiful with your love and solidarity.
I want to honor and enhance the love and
communion we created in Washington by
publishing a compilatjon of letters expressing the feelings, thoughts and experiences
of those of you who came to Washington
and participated in the March. I call it the
Great March Letters Project.
The March was a unique experience in
·3!1 of pur liv~ .a~ i~ ~~\ ~ .oµr coipmunity stronger 1f we know how'the ot~er
huhcfreds of thousantls of gay and lesbian
people, their friends and relatives feel
about the March.
As a practical matter, I ask you to write
LEGIBLY on WHITE PAPER, using
typewriter or DARK INK. Please include
where you live, your age and whether you
are a gay man, a lesbian or. a friend or
relative. Include only your initials if you
do not want your name published. I will
photocopy your letter; I cannot transcribe
or decipher it. If you have other correspondence, please include · it on a
separate sheet. I do not have the resources
to respond t inquiries but I will place an
announcement ii1 this paper or· bookstore
when the Great March Letters Project is
available. Please send your letters to
STEPHEN WESTFALL, P.O .. BOX ·
11509, CLEVELAND PARK STATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 .

Our Wish List
Are you in the midst of the holiday
struggle - trying to figure out those lastminute gifts for friends and loved ones?
We'd like to h.elp simplify things for you
- here's exactly what we need. Yes, it's

IBM-PC or comparable
A decent typewriter
Office supplies
X-acto knives
Packing tape and boxes
Motorized (not hand-held) waxer
Manila envelopes
' Printing for our new stationery

I.

File cabinets
Folding chairs (padded?)
Newspaper border tape
Curtains or shades
Free office space (large)
T-squares
Scissors :35mm camera(s)
Film

OOPS!
Several of you replied to our
. letter about distributing Our
Paper, J;>Ut a few neglected to
give us a name and addr~ss.
Please contact us so we will
know where to send the papers.
They're ready and waiting.

..,·~ ·--!-4~ '.
...,,,,.._..,,.,,,,,,,,_,,.
-~

BRENT T. McKINSTRY
Genenl ......... .

Fraternally, , '
Stephen Westfall

RAVEL

_A re You Gay and .Under 22 Years Old?

OUTRIGHT

the Our 'Paper Wish List, and speaking of
wishing, we wish for you a most enjoyable
holiday season, including a terrific New
Year.
Thanks for thinking of us. We could use:

:;:-..,.:;: ;;=:

One Travel P!Ke on llec:lumlc St••
P.O. Box .747
(803) 356-5555 North Conw.y, N.H. 03880-0747

. ~-

Portland Alliance of Gay & Lesbian Youth
P. 0. Box 5028, Station A
·Portland, Maine 04101
Meets every Friday, 7:30 p .m .,
at the Preble Street Chapel, 331 Cumberland Avenue.

SUPPORT

FUN

INFORMATION.

BRATTLE STREET
~~~

OUTRIGHT thanks The Underground, the Committee on Gay & Lesbian Youth,
Woodfords Cafe, the Maine Health Foundation, the Haymarket People's Fund,
the Mstine Lesbian/Gay Political Allianc~, Alyson Publications, [!ur _Paper, and
the Portland Ministry-at-Large for their support and contnbutions.
OUR PAPER
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Christmas Claws

PORTSMAN'S
THLETIC

by B.J. Aaron
Can it be that. the Christmas season is
here upon us again so.soon? (Not tonight ,
I've got a headache). Doesn't that old St.
Nick ever get enough? Will he ever stop?
Why , it feels like only yesterday that I was
hanging balls on a tree or somewhere or
other, ,waiting , and wanting, and waiting
for Santa Claus to come. Sometimes it
seems like forever.
What? What's that you say? You ' ve
been waiting for the old guy , too? Why ,
that little tramp! Imagine, running around
from house to house like that in the middle of the night! Making a list, checking
it twice and worst of all , finding out who's
naughty and nice (and keeping that information all to himself) . Has the guy no
scruples? And where, I say, where does
the man get all that energy? No wonder we
all have to sit around and wait for him to
come. The poor guy must be exhausted.
God only knows what's been going on
all year long at that North pole with he and
those elves and the reindeer. Holy candy
canes and chocolate covered cherries! I just
can't imagine. And this doesn' t even give
any mention to what might be happening
on the South pole, the May pole, or any
other pole. You know Nick, any pole in
a storm.
Well, it does seem that, like it or not ,
it is once more time that we don our gay
apparel and deck the halls with something
or other. Actually, it's been so long that
I've decked anything that even a hall
sounds pretty darn good at this point. I do
have to admit that I've been anxious for
the annual appearance of the sugarplum
fairy . The last fairy that I rode was the oniw
to Peak's Island this past summer. It's not
quite the same. You know?
There's always the Christmas goose to
look forward to. Hell, I'd settle for a little
Christmas nudge. Why be fussy?
Yes, the season does bring so many
things to look forward to. I've been spending nights out in the barn lately, ~lling
around in the hay, waiting for those three
wise men that I've heard so much about
to show up bearing gifts from afar. Between you and me, I'd be willing· to cut
a deal for one man, without an ounce of
common sense and/or a moderate I.Q.
sporting a shopping bag from K-Mart or
Zayres. I'm not picky.
So far, there's been no sign of any of
the three of them. But I'm not giving up
yet. They say that history
itself. So,
I'll be patient and wait. But.in the meantime, what can you tell me about this guy,
History? Do you know where I might get
a hold of him? So what if he repeats
himself. Nobody's perfect. It might be
worth a shot.
Now before you go getting yourself all
worked up worrying about all the other
characters in the traditional Christmas
story, Jet me assure you of a couple of
things . First of all , I have absolutely no interest in camels, oxen, sheep, lambs and
asses . (0.K., so maybe I ~as just a bit has.'.:!
ty with that last one). But rest assured that .
the little drummer boy is totally safe with
me, provided that he is under the age of
21, is indeed the UTILE drummer boy ,
and stops singing that ridiculous tune about
" come they told me. " C'mon, a guy can
resist just so much temptation. Honest to
God, sometimes I wonder. Me and my
drum.
As much as I've heard about the original
Christmas Day , so long ago and how exciting it was , you actually couldn't pay me
enough to go back to those times . I mean ,
sure, it sounds like it was a pretty great
day and all , but look at all the technological
advances we' ve enjoyed since then to
enhance the celebration. Why , people of
those times never heard of or experienced
such things as popcorn balls or snowballs
continued on page 22
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Announcement

Submh,sions are being sought for an anthology about the experiences of lesbians
whose sexual assault or attempted sexual
assault' by men was motivated by antilesbian sentiment. By recognizing this ·extreme form of violence , the anthology
seeks to empower survivors·and expose the
extent to which our homophobic society
condones crimes against lesbians. Lesbian
survivors/victims and their friends are invited to submit short stories, journal entries, poetry, political analysis, and essays.
Selections will be published anonymously
upon request, but a name and address must
accompany all submissons. Deadline for
submissions is March 1, 1988; extensions
by writing , if necessary . Send to: Sharon·
Vardatira, Box 2304, Harvard Square Station. Cambridge, MA 02238.

WOODFORD$

\, ~

c~)Q,
129 SPRING STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
772-1374
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Dr. Joanne H. Clarey .
757 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04102
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Our Paper wishes to welcome two new
businesses to the .community :

Della's Catessan
9 Deering Ave. , Portland
Blackstone 's
Pine St. (near the old Our Books store)
Portland
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Fall was exhilarating .
With its centerpiece the Marph on
Washington, the season just past will be
remembered by lesbians and gay men in
Maine for a long time. The sense of being
part of an enormous historic movement
probably was felt more acutely by more
people than ever before. Our state was
abuzz with talk of The March from late
summer on, and momentum built as more
and more people were pulled into the
vortex of excitement. ·
On October 11, hundreds of Mainers
marched - lesbians and gay men who'd
made their way to the nation's capital via
cramped carpools, chartered buses, multistop Freedom Trains and one-layover
flights. Carrying signs and banners, wearing T--shirts that identified us as some of
Maine's thousands of lesbians and gay
men , we chanted until our voices were
gone.
"Out of the woods and into the streets!"
" One potato , two potato, three potato ,
four , when we get home we're going to
bring out some ·more."
We were part of that beautiful mass of
lesbian/gay humanity that marched down
Pennsylvania Avenue and crowded onto
the Mall near Capitol Hill, proclaiming by
our presence that we are a force to be
reckoned with. We were among the throng
pictured in the mainstream media, which
puts us on page one for one day only and
claimed only 200,000 showed up, when we
who were in the middle of it know there
were at least a half a million of us there .
The studied indifference of America was
not expected , and it didn't pop our collective balloon .. We prnbably could have
floated back north on the heady sense of
empowerment provided by The March.
Since then, our energy has infected others
and expanded on its own. For those who
were wondering whethe_+ it was important
to get involved in this civil rights struggle,
and for those who were debating the need
to stay involved, 'the answer is clear.
Though The March was the fall's focus,
it was far from the only important political
event.
•
Maine's lesbians and gay men joined
with other progressive people in the state
and across the nation in opposing the
nomination of Robert H. Bork to the
Suprell)e Court. Many in our community
took the time to write to Senators William
Cohen and George Mitchell, explaini,O
their fears about how confirmation of Bork
would be likely to affect the lives of lesbians and gay men. The Senate's eventual ·
rejection of Bork's nomination was evidence of the uselfulness of working in
coalition with other groups when our interests coincide. The nomination of
Douglas Ginsburg was so short-lived there
was little lesbian/gay activism at all. The
record of the current nominee, Anthony
Kennedy, is being scrutinized as Our
Paper goes to press. Stay tuned for details.
Other 'important events this fall:
• On September 26, a handful of Ku
Klux Klan members from out of state met with some prospective Maine members in
Rumford-and held a much-publicized rally . Lesbians and gay men joined with many
other people in deploring the Klan. At an
anti-Klan rally at Rumford High School,
there was an unusual alliance of progresive
groups, such as the National Association
for the Advacement of Colored People,
and conservative organizations, such as the
Veterans of Foreign Wars. Allowances
were made for everybody, as the program
called for the singing both of "My Coun- ,
try 'Tis ' of Thee" and "We Shall
Overcome.''

/

Were

Out ...

_After a host of politicians spoke, a black
South African man who is a student at
Goddard College in Vermont spoke of the
connections between racism and bigotry in
South Africa and racism and bigotry in the
U.S.
"We as human beings have a bond," he
said. "The Klan is a cancer in our midst."
Of the situation in South Africa he said :
"I come from a land where black life
means nothing ... (but) a struggle·is happen- ·
ing, our time is coming.,,...During an open discussion period at the
end of the rally , Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance stef!ring committe member
Sadhbn Neilan said lesbians and gay men
also are targets of the Klan, and told the
crowd it must realize all bigotry grows
from the same seed, and must be stopped.
• Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross came to
Portland October 6, and devoted much of
a two-hour speech to the subject of AIDS.
She said AIDS will force America to examine its values and leatn the true meaning of love and -compassion. A contemporary philosopher and author, KublerRoss' newest book, The Challenge of
AIDS, is due out soon.
• On November 3, Jim Oliver was
elected by a wide margin to the legislative
seat formerly held by Rep. Larry Connolly, a longtime ally of the lesbian and gay
community who died last spring. Oliver
worked with Connolly for many years in
Portland's West End. He shares Connolly's commitment to justice for minorities,
including elderly, handicapped, poor and
homeless persons, in addition to lesbians
and gay men.
• In late October, the ·federal government changed the definition of AIDS to include more people who previously were
considered to have AIDS-Related Complex , but not full-blown AIDS. The result
is more people will be eligible for government benefits to help with medical costs.
In Maine , the effect of the changed definition was to increase the total number of
AIDS cases from 57 to 61. Twenty-nine
of the 61 persons diagnosed with AIDS had
died as of that time.
• In November, arch-conservative Sen.
Jesse Helms of North Carolina amended
the AIDS approprition bill making its way
through Congress to say federal money
cannot be spent in w~ys promoting homosexuality. The outraged response of AIDS
a ctivists was immediate . In Maine ,
MLGP A president Dale McCormick, Gary
Anderson of The AIDS Project and John
Preston of the Maine Health Foundation
held a joint press conference to denounce
the amendment. They called it an inappropriately moralistic response to a
medical emergency th~t can only be fought
with education, and said educational efforts
will be undermined if the amendment becomes part of the final bill. (See related
story in this issue for more on this .) The
amendment has been approved in the
Senate. and both Maine ' s senators ,
William Cohen ad George Mitchell , voted
for it . It also has passed in the House. The
bill is now in a conference committee ,
where AIDS activists are hoping to
eliminate the amendment.
• AIDS education efforts . and support
groups have been forming and expanding.
The second " Living with AIDS " conference was held at the Augusta Civic
Center on November 19 and 20. Several
fundraisers for AIDS-related projects took
place; pictures are in this edition .
It was a busy fall. a productive season ,
a time of renewal for many in the lesbian/gay community, and it appears likely the revived energy will carry us through
the winter.
OUR PAPER
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Storming the Supreme Court
" , A CD Journal

by Elze

I thought for ·s ure my arms were going to
be pulled out of their sockets. Goddess ,
this hurts . One on each arm , they pulled.
My body instinctively tightened . I think it
helped. Down the steps was the worst.
Once to the bus , I decided to walk. I
prayed we' d be put on the same bus. We
were .
.
The eight of us who are white watch to
make sure Shirley , who is Black, does not
get treated differently.

Monday night, October 12, 1987

possessions.)
How I love us. We filled that church
Uncle Bill, my 51-year-old gay uncle ,
tonight, to the. rafters , over 750-strong.
slept through this departure. He didn't
Dykes and fags. All of us gathered here
really approve .
for the same exquisite, exhilarating purOn the bus to the station, I blankly stared
pose - to break the law. Never have I felt
at
my METRO map, which by then was
so filled with power and pride.
engraved on my brain, but it helped me
One by one, we introduced our affinity
feel more s ecure. A man about my age ,
groups . The Hard Wicks, Safe Sex Sluts ,
early
30s, in a three-piece suit, trenchcoat ,
Lesbian Feminist Terrorists From Hell,
with briefcase in hand, sat next to me . He
Black Triangles , Queer and Present
asked me if I needed help to figure. out
Danger, Last Minute Group , Sassy
where to go. "Oh no, " I said. "I know
Sodomites, PWAs and Their Friends ,
it
by heart, but thank you. " He then said,
Radical Faeries , I'm With Her, ACT UP,
"Good luck today ." I wondered how he
United Fruit Company , Lesbians Rising in
knew . My practical garb must have given
Resistance, Little Auntie Imperialists,
me
away. Or perhaps I looked like a dyke
Spinsters Opposed to Nuclear Genocide ,
about
to face an army of cops. Turned out
Shameless Hussies, Army of Lovers ,
he's a graphic artist, and in his spare time
LIPS , and many others, and us - The Mad
he draws cartoons for The Washington
Muses.
Bwde:
A nice way to start my day. We are
We laughed, we cheered, we stamped
everywhere.
our feet, we screamed ourselves hoarse in
appreciation of our humor and creativity.
Tuesday morning, D.C.
Such wonderful lightness to protest such
heavy iniustice.
"I'll never find my affinity group; I'll
The melt struggled tonight. Much less
never find my affinity group ," I say to
familiar with consensus decision making
myself, as I walk; from the METRO stathan the lesbians, some men were lik~
tion to the Supreme Court amidst hundreds
bewildered children struggling to underof people gathering. I just knew my dream
stand how decisions got made that they
of participating in this action would be
didn't agree with.
shattered. How would I face my friends
Much .needed to be accomplished in
back home? Oh, goddess, please help me
tonight's five-hour pre-action ·meeting .
find them. Please help me find them.
Ea~h affinity group sent representatives to
_ The opening ritt·al had already begun ,
small group meetings dealing with specific
led by Starhawk. There they are . Ah, safe.
topics . When we reconvened, a decision
Signs and banners, buttons, bubbles, kisses
to promote lesbian visibility was an- .
and hugs , everywhere. We danced , we
nounced: A lesbian affinity group would
sang, we spiraled, we circled, we wove a
lead the action. A few men protested, not
web of love and unity . We brought our
understanding the decision was final. And
friends and lovers to the circle. We
then they witnessed hundreds of their
invoked our lovers and friends who have
brothers ch~ring tbe decision. They stopdied from AIDS, our lesbian mothers and
.ped resisting . They s~ut up. With foregay fathers who have lost their children,
heads furrowed , looking.pu~zled , they sat
our comrades who have peen victims/surwith it. An important les'SQn learned, I
vivors of homophobic and sexist violence.
hoped .
· "'~
We invoked Barbara Deming and other
Channel 9 arrived, CBS affiliate, and
lesbian warriors . Hell, we brought everywe granted them permissiq_n to film. We
body there to be with us. And we blessed
began to chant, "We WantJQ._stice." We
the earth and ourselves. And we wept,
st9()(1 up , cheering, clapping;--,Ehanting
many of us, with joy and love and anger
louder and louder until the sound was
- and pride.
deafening. I began to weep. And then I
Engraved prominently across the front
chanted between sobs. I'm so proud of us.
of the U.S. Supreme Court building are the
- Lesbians ran the show tonight.· The one
words , "Equal Justice Under Law." We
male organizer who spoke publicly
are so right to be here today. Damn them .
acknowledged the leadership of lesbians in
Damn them.
planning the civil disobedience action . The
men in the church cheered, clapped, and
Tuesday morning, Pre-Arrest
stamped their feet, while the lesbians ,
We couldn't get anywhere near the
sporting knowing smiles, thought silently, speakers~ there were so many people.
"But, of course."
Food, Not Bombs, a collective from
Five hours later, I'm heading on the
Massachusetts, fed us. Goddess only
· METRO to my uncle's in Alexandria, exknows what made me eat. My stomach had
hausted, elated, and so very proud of bebeen taken over by butterflies. But I ate.
ing queer.
Good thing, because 1t was the last food
Tuesday morning, October 13, 1987,
I'd have for almost 24 hours.
Waiting in line at the port-a-jane, I
In Transit to D.C.
talked with gay historian Allan Berube. I
Let's see. Heavy jeans, heavy sweatsaw his slide show, "Marching to a Difshirt, long-sleeved T-shirt, turtleneck,
ferent Drummer: Lesbian and Gay
heavy socks, twenty,-dollar bill and driver's
Americans During World War II,"' ' in
license stuffed in sock, sturdy sneakers.
Toronto in 1985. He's wearing a T-shirt
Take off the earrings and labyris. OK.
on which is printed a photograph of his
METRO map, several pieces of paper
lover who died from AIDS.
tightly folded, and Gina's crystal tucked .
I periodically glance toward the courtin pocket. (The guard in the jail recorded
l)ouse to see the police gatber. .. and _
"pet_ rock" on my list of confiscated
·-

a

gather .. .and gather. The lines are up. The
streets are blocked. Buses stand ready to
cart us away . They're all wearing riot
.
gear. I'm afraid .
nove my affinity group . Clear-thinking
and calm. And Minga always has a song.
There goes LIPS, the lesbian affinity
group leading off the action. It's hard to
see what's happening over there . I think
I see the PW As on the steps. The first set
of steps is covered with people. The PWAs
sit down. Everything looks very confusing. We trust it's a case of organization in
the midst of chaos. It reminds me of'the
white water rafting trip I took down the
West Branch of the Penobscot Ri'v er.
When the guide said, "P_addle," you
paddled, and you didn't ask questions. We
had a near-perfect run . When the CD
organizer says, "Go," we'll go.

J

Tuesday morning,
Storming the Court
It's our tum. We link arms . Sarah,
Minga, me, Joan , Susan J. , Denise, Julie,
Susan M . , Shirley. Amy Beth and Sally are
doing support work. We sing " When the
Dykes Come Marching In," more out of
nervousness, I think, than a liking for the
song. Singing helps you feel your courage.
I found that to be true many times during
the next 48 hours . Singing helps you feel
what is important.
With heads high , eyes riveted on the
eyes of the policemen in front of us (They
were men; I saw no women until later.) ,
we walked up to the banicade, squeezing
as close to the police as we could. I had ·
to tell a television cameraman to move.
All the heartfelt words I had planned to
share with the police quickly left my brain .
All I could spit out was, "Excuse me , sir.
I need to speak with my Supreme Court
justices." I ended up saying that over and
over, paraphrasing it now and then , as I
looked this Black police officer in the eye.
He' d occasionally smile, and once he
said, "Actually, I'd like to go speak with
them, too ." Meanwhile, still with arms
linked, we were taking mini-steps forward.
It's difficult to walk past, over, under ,
or through a wooden barricade with a line ·
of cops standing shoulder to shoulder. We
edged closer and .closer ." ! saw Julie push
the wooden barricade. Finally , the police
parted and let us walk to the plaza in front
of the building ..
"Please sit down so you don't get hurt, "
he bellowed. Three of us stayed linked
together. I kept walking , conscious of
Sarah and Minga next to me as I gently
. tugged on their arms . I wanted to see how
far we could get. I also totally believed in
our right to walk up the steps and go inside. "I have to go speak with my Supreme
Court justices, sir,'' I said to this new cop
looming before us . We got a little farther.
Three more descended on us. We sat. I
saw a group of PW As being taken away .

Tuesday morning, Post-Arrest
Arrested around 10:30 or 11 a.m.
Maybe earlier. For us the action ended
quickly . From the bus, we watched peorle dragged and processed. They pulled
one man down the stairs face front and
dropped him heavily on the ground. We
yelled angrily out 'the windows . We had
become Jane Doe, Connie Lingus, Jane
Doe-, Sharon Kowalski , Jane Doe,
Adrienne Rich , Sharon Kowalski, Jane
· Doe, and Jane Doe.
I'm so proud of Julie. Tall, thin , narrowfaced., proper Wellesley professor who , a
month ago at the CD training, adamantly
stated she'd do whatever had to be done
to leave as quickly as possible after her arrest. But right now, she's Adrienne Rich .
· We sang and danced on the long
stairwell outside Cellblock B with The
Names Project, old tunes, new tunes ,
made-up tunes. They chanted '.' We Like
Dykes." We chanted "We Like Fags."
The guards made us, the worrien, move to
the front of the line. They thought we were
instigating the noise . We were .
The first of many holding cells. Hours
and hours of waiting , hunger , and bore- dom . How I wish ·I had tried to bring in
a book.
"Do you want to stop right now and
have a meeting?" I asked my comrade
when I saw an officer pressuring her heavily to answer a series of questions. She
nodded , looking scared, puzzled, and
relieved all at once. "We:,e going to stop
now ,' ' I politely said to tlie officer. I then
did the same with another comrade and her
interrogator .
I didn't die. I said " NO" to a cop and
I didn' t die, and I don't feel like I'm a bad
person.
We met, we hugged, we made decisions,
we sang, we cheered people filing into
cells. "We Like Dykes" and "We Like
Fags'' were chanted frequently during the
next 24 hours .
Nine ·Mad Muses arrested. · Nine still
with us after the first processing at
Cellblock B.

Tuesday morning, The Arre~t
They handcuffed us . I chose non- _
cooperation. Most of us did. I saw the cops
roughly roll Sarah over to handcuff her.

Tuesday, Later
Over to Superior Court. They lost our
paperwork. Back to Cellblock B. Back to
Superior Court. The third holding cell.
They all have stainless steel toilets with a
very narrow rim. We join LIPS , the first
group arrested. Oh, goddess, I'm in a cell
with Amber Hollibaugh. Oh , my heart .
This alone was worth the arrest.
The officials.screwed up the paperwork
of one of the LIPS. They're afraid she'll
be separated from them. All the LIPS will
stay in solidarity with her if the court of-

·-----·----

J

Katherine Lyon, l.C.S.W.
Teresa K. Fortier, A.C.S.W., L.C.S.W.
211 Water St., Gardiner

l

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS
The Congress Building
142 High Street, Sufie S!x Twenty.fo..;r

PortioM , Moine 04101

582-5713
! .

Personal, Family and Relationship Counseling
with sensitivity to the stresses and concerns of
being gay and lesbian in a straight world.
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ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Envirori.mental Consciousness
?Exchange St., Portland, ME 04112 (207) 77~-1281

(207) 772-0664

Dione Y. Lemoy, Ed.D.

Bette S Kctsei<cs, Ed .O.
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Life in Central Maine
by a Dome-area -Dyke·
In order to get some better perspective
on life in the central Maine gay community, I decided to mentally climb up to the
top of the State House dome and sit for a
while next to Minerva. I got up there all
right , and found that the statue was not actually Minerva, but a made-for-Maine version of the Roman goddess , called "Lady
Wisdom '' by h'er sculptor, She ca(ries a
pine cone torch!
Anyway, in looking the scene over from
up there, I found these thoughts to share.
First, I think the last several months should
be divided into two phases: I) Before
Washington and 2) After Washington.
Before the October march in Washington,
things had been pretty quiet, socially
speaking, in this area. There had been
hardly any group events or parties since_
earlier in the summer. But beginning in
October, and increasingly into December, .
there are more and more parties, events
and gatherings in sight. (The gay community here does not look to be hibernating
this winter.) Maybe the energy brought
. back from the march helps . Many of us
from this area went to Washington .
Secondly, I note that , especially during
the quiet ; pre-march phase, many of us
were totally absorbed with managing and
responding to major events and changes in
our lives. Some of the changes were
planned for , like.building a house, having
a baby , changing jobs or _careers. Other
changes were not, like the death or loss in
another way of a loved one.
In considering how people in the gay
community had dealt with such events, I
was struck by the fact that traditional
ce"rm9._ni1:.s fof comme~orf ting2m,;or life
changes never fully suit the occasion when
a gay person is involved. But the good
news is that, in the absence of ready-made
rituals , the gay community in central
Maine, as elsewhere, has been extremely
thoughtful and extraordinarily q eative in
developing very personalized ways to
celebrate, consecrate and memorialize
such experiences. (An example on a national scale of this is the AIDS quilt put
together by The Names Project.)
·
All in all , central Maine is looking good. ·

A Waldo County View
by H'Alan
Fifteen months ago Miles and I signed
the papers that committed us to a long
mortgage on this little house. After years
of city living - fiv~ years in the Gay mecca of San Francisco and then four years
in Tokyo - we found ourselves in rural
Waldo County : population, very low.
When we told friends that we wanted to
move to the Maine country, there were
predictable responses: those Who thought
we were absolutely insane: "What about
the blizzards, wild animals and absolute
boredom?'' and the romantics who were
completely charmed by visions of wood
stoves, autumn foliage and frogs chirping
in the night. Having spent most of my first
24 years in southern Maine, I knew enough
to realize that life in the country was bound _

MURCH

lncomelTax Preparer
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61MAINESTREET,BRUNS\\'ICK,~
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to fall somewhere in the middle of the
drudge and -the romance. Miles had
blissfully cast his lot with the romantics.
There we were , Miles, a southern city
boy who doesn' t know a sug<!-r maple from
a ·date palm, and I, somewhat more
knowledgeable about country life, but a little hazy fi-om years of city pampering. The
adventure began several weeks after our
return to the U.S . Mary, our realtor and
by then our friend, called us with the news
- she thought she had a house: "The price
is right; it needs some work, but has lots
of potential." She was right, of course . I
knew that as we drove up the gently curving dirt road that would .soon be our
driveway. Not being rooted in practical
reality we saw the house as it could be, not
as it was. Call us visionaries - who else
would buy a half completed shell that had
been sitting idle for three years? Four
walls, a roof, some vandalized windows ,
no plumbing, .heating or indoor facilities
- this was our dream house. A gravelpiled overgrown yard, a dilapidated shack
we . called our guest cottage, and two
outhouses completed the picture. Two
citified faggots with no carpentry skills
banking on a dream .
_The August we moved in was the
coldest, wettest, grayest month on record .
For every one day of sunshine, we had six
days of intermittent gloom. The uninsulated daylight basement felt like a tomb,
with its drab clammy cement walls and
floor . Little nameless insects crawled
everywhere. The house had once been
used during the summer by the two outof- state women who were building it.
What wasn't stolen or destroyed was
strewn everywhere - old clothes, laundry
soap, unused garbage bags, and mothballs,
thousands of mothballs. The entire place
reeked of mothballs. Upstairs .was a bit
more habitable; we could stay sort of warm
using the one panel of electric baseboard
heat.
The A.M. trip to the outhouse was a hurried, odiferous experience. Jugs of water
had to be rationed with never enough to
wash hair or dishes properly. No elaborate
excuse was needed, any reason was
enough to warrant a three hour drive to my
father's for a weekend of hot showers,
clean dishes and warmth. In addition to all
this , we were having to deal with readjustment to life in the U.S. , not to mention being strangers in a new town . Bickering
became a way of life. But we persevered.
The white birch outside the dining room
window, the ancient pine that line ·o ur
road, the blue jays at the feeder , the tinyseaside village, those wonderful chain sawwielding truck driving dykes - all
worked to keep us here.
By mid-September our chimney was up
and our wood stove functional. The well
and plumbing followed ·and by late October
we installed our indoor toilet. Two weeks
later we had~ fully functioning bathroom.
By Thanksgiving the kitchen sink had
water and the bed was moved out of the
kitchen ; I was thankful that day for not
having to use the bathtub to wash dishes
for seven.
One year has come and gone. We survived it somehow. Work on the house continues , though more slowly now . The in-

,,..

sulated walls are covered with wallboard.
Our new closets are full and the dishes
have shelves. Our bed looks out over the
hill that climbs to the renovated guest
. cabin. The. shrubs and bulbs will come
back next spring and the chickadees have ·
redi~covered their feeders . I look forward ·
to sitting by the oversized dining room
window watching the snow fall and the
birds feed . This winter we'll stay warm.
The cats, Sadie and Violet , are content
curled up in front of the fire , and I'm look. ing forward to settling in to our second
·winter in Waldo County.
.. ' . ~ '

Notes From Spinsterhaven
by Mary Lois, Lubec
November 8, 198.7 - The Beavers did
no work on their dam at the pond outlet
last night. It was the first ni·ght this fall that
there was a skim of ice on that pond.
Usually , Betsy., or I, or our neighbor goes
to the dam every other day or so to take
apart the beavers' work . If the dam were
left there, and increased in size day after
day , the pond would rise and flood the
lovely open spring under a big pine from which we _get our drinking water.
Last summer I slept in a small tent next
to one of the beaver ponds. I often heard
them gnawing on trees or dragging
branches and once in a while I'd be startled by the sudden loud thwack! of their
tails on the water. Ideally , I'd like to live
in complete harmony with the beavers ,
each of us freely carrying on our lifesupporting activities. With winter starting,
and the ponds freezing over, I'll have a
break from dam-dismantling, and from the
dilemma I feel about interfering with the
beavers' lives.
Meanwhile, I'm working little by little
on a tiny cabirt in which-I hope to be living soon . Three days 'ago Betsy and I got
the roof covered -'- something that
seemed almost impossible for weeks. Now
the metal chimney is up, and the place is
all boarded in and covered with tar paper
(shingles will cover it come spring). A few
more windows and a door and the stove
installed, and I'll move in: A place of my
own , quite a luxury. It's only about a hundred yards from Betsy's house , so we' ll
be very close neighbors ;-- something we
both like. Two spinsters near beaver
ponds, across the road from the rising and
falling. salt water of Timber Cove.
Next issue: The two spinsters read and
eat with the Wa-Co Readjng and Eating
Sisters.

to be· prepared.
After a hectic October, T. andJ finall)'
· got our wood split last weekend. Sound~
so easy on paper. It took us sev~ral houn
'of shoveling before my little truck could
· rilake it up the driveway , rented splitte~ in
tolw. After two hours of work , the engme
died and we couldn't restart it. I wished
I Had been taught some mechanical skill~
as OC called the man we had rented it from .
THe.job took two days instead of one, bui
the pile is beautiful and should last well
into the spring .
Others are preparing for the long winte1
_as well . C. and G. have just about fin·
ished getting their wood in , ready foJ thei1
first winter in South Blue Hill. It's wonderful to have two new dykes in the neigh
borhood! R.K . has sent the last of hi:
lambs to the slaughterhouse , easing th,
work load considerably and hopefull:
· reaping a profit as well. J. and B. have pu /
their 4,000 plants to bed, lovingly covering them with a thick blanket of mulch
While the plants rest , J. and B. are bus)
with their winter inside jobs . M. is gettin!
to know her Maine birds with her ne'>'
feeder and new unemployment status - ,
fine learning experience for a Florid,
native. L. is busy at School, while H. ha:
gone south for the winter. It's a time foi
settling in , and how good that feels. I'rr
a rural dy.ke at heart.
Oc~ober was a wild month , with the pre
march jitters and the post-march eta
tion/exhaustion . I was so proud to hav<
marched with other Maine.rs ,. especialh
good friends like M.J. and S. and M. Th<
questions from " city _folk ," ti)e "what-do
you-do-up-there?'' always sets me back ,
bit. There is life beyond the big city. Then
are many of us everywhere, even in th<
riorth country. Sometimes our city friend:
need a little educating. The march wa:
truly a memorable experience, one tha
will keep me warm throughout the lon1
nights.
_
October was also the month of the Alm
Education Day sponsored by the Dowr
East AIDS Network in which many of m
are actively involved . It was a huge sue
cess, with over 200 people attending, a
least 40 of them high school students . Th<
kids really made my day . Their question:
continued on page 18

Hancock County Regional
Gay and Lesbian News
by Lynnsey
West Sedgwick, Me. - My hands are
still covered in green as I write this at the
· end of the last outside painting days of
1987. These continuing bouts of Indian
summer have been a blessing to those of
us engaged in outside work, or preparing
for the cold soon to come. Coastal Hancock County is definitely more temperate
than our northern and western regions ;
still, winter packs a wallop and we need
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..______________ HEALTH..;........ ____________~1
r.Healthy Curiosity
Down East Al OS Networ~ Sponsors
by R.J. Bass
(With -this issue, we begin a new
question-and-answer healtfi column for lesbians and gay men.)
Q: I don't generally drink much alcohol,
but at Christmas and New Year's, I go to
A LOT of parties and I drink quite a bit.
How can I avoid over-drinking during the
holiday party season?
Over-indulgence in alcohol is a serjous
problem among lesbians and gay men. In
the gay population, alcoholism and drug
abuse are thought to be twice as prevalent
as among heterosexuals. There are many
theories to explain why we are more
prone to substanee abuse, including stress
related to homophobia, lack of access to
non-homophobic alcoholism and drug
abuse treatment, and a focus on parties,
clubs, and bars for social activities. This
last reason may explain the tendency of
many people, whether gay or straight, to
drink too much alcohol around Christmas
and New Year's.
Richard Basini, author of How to Cut
Down Your Social Drinking, suggests that
if you are drinking too much in social
situations, you should decide, in advance,
on a reasonable limit to how many drinks
you'll have, how long you' ll stay, a reason
- other than dri~g- for attending , and
whom you can mingle with to avoid heavy
drinkers.
According to the National ·institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism and New
York Times health columnist Jane Brody,
there are additional strategies to help you
avoid over-doing it at holiday parties.
As a party guest, here's what you can
do: Eat something before you leave for the
party, unless you know that a meal is going to be served. If you are driving, take
turns with your friends or partner in ap:
pointing a driver. The designated driver
will refr,ain from drinking alcohol for the
event.
· Avoid the pre-dinner cocktail hour by
arriving fashionably late. When1 you first
arrive, start with a non-alcoholic beverage
like water or fruit juice.
Stay away from carbonated mixers or
hot drinks ; their alcohol is absorbed faster.
On the other hand , if you dilute a drink
with water or fruit juice, your bloodstream
will absorb the alcohol more slowly .
Drink slowly; pace yourself. Dr. James
Schaefer, of the University of Minnesota,
recommends that a person drink only one
drink per hour, no more than four drinks
per occasion , and a limit of seven drinks
a week. To slow yourself down, hold on
o a drink for a while; this is called '' nur-·
,ing a drink' ' .
Don't be fooled by terms like "hard
liquor" and "soft liquor" ; a glass of wine,
:1. can of beer, and a jigger ( l 1/2 ounces)
of 80-proof distilled spirits all have the
same alcohol content. The alcohol in wine
is absorbed more quickly than in beer or
distilled liquor.
If you are throwing a party , here is some
advice on how to ensure that your guests
will not get drunk: If you plan to serve predinner drinks , keep the cocktail hour short.
Let people know in advance when the meal
will be served .
Try to avoid an open bar. Put the bar in
a comer or less convenient location. Serve
the drinks yourself, or recruit or hire
someone to serve, so that the alcohol will
be measured rather than poured freely .
Have several non-alcoholic beverages
available, and be sure to offer them. Many
Jf your guests might want to avoid caf-feine, sugar , or artificial sweeteners, so
ave some vegetable juices and club soda.
on hand along with fruit juices and non- .
ilcoholic punches, wine, or beer.
Always serve food as well as drinks .
Salty foods, like ' chips, pretzels, storeJought dips, cheese spreads, a_nd smoked
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Education Day
by Lynnsey
Ellsworth-Over 200 people attended a
day-long educational conference on AIDS
sponsored by the Down East AIDS Network. Included in the audience were 40
high school students, as well as teachers,
doctors and nurses, EMTs, and other community people.
Gary . Anderson of The AIDS Project
began the day with a personal and political
overview of the AIDS crisi&, particularly
AIDS in Maine. Gary set t~e tone for the
· day, which emphasized the human aspects
of AIDS as well as the medic?I. It was
DEAN's desire to present a broad view,
including the effect on family and friends.
Dr. Bach gave an overview of the medical
aspects, followed by Peaches Bass who
spoke on transmission, and Patrick Cote
from the state Office on AIDS who spoke
of the role of the state in combating AIDS .
Cote's remarks drew a great deal of
criticism, primarily due to the state's inaction and refusal to make any commitment toward helping PW As . He said that
all work must be done on a local level, and
defended the state' s efforts at prevention.
After lunch, Cameron, a man with
AIDS, spoke of his day-to-day experiences. He was frank and very open about
his homosexuality, as well as his disease.
Cameron's witty, warm presentation was
the highlight of the day , eliciting numerous
questions from the students. His courage
fish and meats, will make people more
thirsty and likely to drink more. You !:an
offer high-protein snacks like vegetables
and home-made dips using tofu, yogurt,
etc. For the non-vegetarian, try shellfish,
chicken snacks or meatballs.
Don't be too quick to refill glasses; don 1t
pressure your guests to drink. Stop serving alcohol at least one hour before the
party ends .
If a guest is intoxicated, don't serve him
or her any more alcohol. Instead, offer the
person a non-alcoholic beverage.
Don't let an intoxicated guest drive
home. Ask someone sober to drive the person or do it yourself, or call a cab, or tiave
the person stay over with you.
Drinking alcohol is a strongly valued activity in our society. Like other drugs ,
alcohol can have a negative or unhealthy
effect on people if it isn't used carefully.
Some people cai:mot use alcohol at all .
Gays and lesbians must be particularly
concerned about their drinking and their
friends' drinking . Community support, gay
and lesbian AA meetings and counseling
programs , cooperation from cluqs and
bars, an'd lots of alcohol-free social events
can all be a patt of the gay community 's
approach to dealing with alcohol abuse and
alcoholism, but we also have to take
responsibility , as individuals , to drink
carefully or to avoid alcohol entirely .
If you feel that you are drinking .too
much , you may need some support,
counseling , or treatment. In Maine , you
can call the Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Clearinghouse at 1-800-322-5004 . The
clearinghouse can tell you the nearest location of an alcoholism treatment program
or Alcoholics Anonymous meeting. (Gay
and lesbian AA meetings are also listed in
OUR PAPER. ) The clearinghouse will be
happy to send you a list of recipes for nonalcoholic holiday punches and drinks.
If you have a healthy curiosity about
gay . and lesbian health, sexuality ' or
mental health, send your question to
HEALTHY CURIOSITY, c/o OUR
PAPER, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104.

was an inspiration to IJlany.
Afternoon workshops dealt with more
detailed medical aspects, AIDS education
in schools, homophobia and prejudice, and
issues of testing. The homophobia workshop drew several responses, some positive, others feeling it should have dealt
more with the broader issues of prejudice.
All the workshops were limited by time
constraints, with contributed to some people's frustration .
Although the day was very successful in
terms of reaching many people both intellectually and emotionally, it was clear
that there are miles to go. Many people remain ignorant of AIDS, and many more
refuse to acknowledge the effects of
homophobia. I am often frustrated by this
ignorance and find that I must develop a
realistic attitude to avoid becoming burned
out.
DEAN is a grassroots organization striving to educate, to develop a support network for PW As , and to decrease social
prejudice towarrl PW As. We meet monthly as a large group for self-education as
well as business. We also have a support
group for family members, seropositive
people, and PW As . Our next large group
meeting will by January 12 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Ellsworth City Hall Council
Chambers. If you are interested in the support group or more information, you can
call 326-8546 or write DEAN at Box 779,
Blue Hill , Maine 04614 .

Teacher with AIDS
Reinstated
by Terri Jones
Vincent Chalk, an Orange County , ·
California teacher and person with AIDS,
was reinstated in a November 18 Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals decisio~. The
order reversed a lower court ruling that
denied Chalk's request-for reinstatement.
The Ninth Circuit granted Chalk's request
for a preliminary injunction against the
Orange County Department of Education's
suspension of Chalk after he was diagnosed
as having AIDS .
A preliminary injunction is granted by
a court to stop activity pending court hearings judging the validity of the activity. It
is granted when , as was the result of this
case , the evidence strongly indicates that
the person asking for the injunction (Chalk)
will win in future litigation.
The overwhelming likelihood that Chalk
would win in any eventual suit was stressed
by_the court. They rejected the Department
of Education's contention that Chalk posed
a threat of spreading the AIDS virus to his
students. Noting scientific evidence regarding AIDS transmission , they hel<l that
''the classroom presents· no significant risk
or harm to others."
This case is a victory for those stressing
a non-hysterical , scientifically based view
of how the AIDS virus is spreiid as well
as aiding those challenging job discrimination because of an AIDS diagnosis.

Battering,
continued from page 4
ly , some work has begun around the country on this issue. The National Coalition
Against Domestic Violence (NCADV) has
taken on anti-homophobia education for
shelters and domestic violence projects,
and a piece of that work is to encourage
local programs to get clear on providing
services for lesbians. The Lesbian Task
Force of the NCADV has made addressing lesbian battering one of its priorities.
In 1986, they compiled the anthology,
Naming the Violence: Speaking Out About
Lesbian Battering, are presently producing an informational pamphlet on the issue,
and plan to hold a conference in May ,
1988, in Connecticut.
Lesbians in Maine
Here in Maine, lesbians seeking services
from some of the battered women's projects have had positive experiences, receiying support and safe shelter. Several
statewide homophobia workshops for
shelter and safe home network staff have
taken place , and most projects incorporate
homophobia awareness into their volunteer
training programs. Also, we know that
some lesbians have met with success when
trying to get legal protection.
The second thing battered lesbians need
is active support from within the lesbian
community. We need to cut through our
denial and recognize and believe victims
of lesbian battering. We must show support for women trying to leave an abusive
situation, and ensure safe space for the
abused woman. As we begin to dialogue
about this issue, many different questions
begin to emerge:
- What does a safe women's community look like for lesbians who have
been battered?
- What do battered lesbians want?
- In order for battered lesbians to feel
protected, how do we identify and
hold accountable the batterers among
us?
- What resources do abused lesbians
and their friends ·need in order to go
through a recovery process after the
battering?
~ .
- When and where do' we use ethical
. confrontation appropriately?
- What happens when each partner
claims to be abused?
- What does this do to our analysis
of battery as a form of male violence
against women?
- What do we do as lesbians to respond
to lesbians who batter?
These questions , and in fa.ct the whole
·- subject of lesbian battering , seem overwhelming. A group in Maine has formed
to begin addressing these issues.
The Lesbian Battering Task Force is
working in conjunction with the Maine
Coalition of Family Crisis Services and
welcomes lesbians not active in the
domestic violence movement .' For more information about the group , contact people
are Nancy , 623-3738 , Martha , 772-4741 ,
or Mary Lou , 326-4835. If you or anyone
you know needs immediate assistance or
support, contact the nearest domestic
violence hotline.
(We wish to thank Mary Lou Dietrich for
allowing us to use excerpts of her story in
Naming the Violence: Speakjng Out About
Lesbian Battering , edited by Kerry Lobel .
and published by the Seal Press in Seattle, WA.)

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewa rded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetti ng and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
A gay and lesbian ACOA (Adult
Children of Alcoholics) support group will
begin meeting in Brunswick on Tuesday
nights, 5:30 to 7 p .m . at the Unitarian
Universalist Church on 15 Pleasant St. For
more information call Tina at 725-2238.

The Gay Lesbian Alliance will be showing the film "Rape Culture" on Friday,
January 22, 1988. The film analyzes the
violent messages in our society and how
they have influenced the treatment and victimization of women. For the location and
time, call the GLA office at 780-4085 .
780-4085 .

[ii
The Gay Lesbian Alliance will be hosting
an open community meeting to form committees for the planning of the 1988 Symposium of Lesbians and Gay Men in
Maine. The meeting will take place on
Wednesday , January 27 at 7 p.m. For the
location and more information, call the
GLA office at 780-4085. Bring your ideas
and thoughts and help the GLA plan an
empowering experience for our community!

GVI, the official video crew for the National March on Washington for Lesbian
and Gay Rights, proudly announces the
release of' ' Part of the USA! '' This halfhour video is the only commemoration of
the march officially endorsed by the executive committee. The documentary tells
the story of the day , from the early morning Names Project and the ~ervice at Arlington National Cemetary to the gathering
at the Ellipse, the march, the speeches, the
community spirit, and finally the peaceful
civil disobedience at the Supreme Court on
Tuesday .
Part of the proceeds from this video will
go to help defray the expenses of the
march . In addition , contributions to
various AIDS-related organizations will be
made on behalf of the people who distribute the flyers and coupons promoting the ·
sale of this production.
"Part of the USA!" is available in VHS
for $24 .95. For more information , 'please
contact GVI , P.O. Box 2000 , National
Press Building, Washington , D.C. 20045 .
Call toll-free at 1-800-346-5746, or call
202-662-7363 . Visa, Mastercard, check or
money order accepted . No cash please.
The tape is shipped in a plain jiffy mailer
with a standard GVI return address. No
mention cf the contents is made on the outside of the package.

[ii
Are you a Homegrown native Maine
Lesbian like me? Do you know any? I am
collecting information for a presentation on
this topic. Please send me your name and
address and I will send you or your native
friends a questionnaire to complete. You
do not need to be living in Maine presently. All information will be handled confidentially. Susan Nadeau , RFD 2 , Box
215A , Belfast , ME '04915, or call me
evenings at 338-5559.

There is now a free support group for
HIV positive persons , PWAS, PWARCS ,
and their significant others in the Bangor
area . The group meets weekly and is
facilitated by John Silvernail ·and Jeff
Violette. For information on the group or
on forming an Eastern Maine AIDS Network, call 469-7343.

Lesbian Minister
Now Unitarian
Rosemary Denman , the United '
Methodist minister who was sanctioned by
that church for being open about her lesbianism, has been accepted into the Unitarian-Universalist Association. The
association's Fellowship Committee interviewed Denman in Boston November 11,
and accepted her into that denomination the
same day .
.
The Unitarian-Universalists not only
allow openly lesbian and gay ministers,
they also have a special office for lesbian
and gay concerns . The form of membership the Unitarians have extended to Denman is a preliminary ministerial fellowship. She said she hopes to be assigned to
a congregation sometime this winter.
Denman made headlines this year when
she publicly challenged the United
Methodist Church's policy barring openly lesbian and gay clergy. The issue came
to a head this summer when she was tried
in a church proceeding in New Hampshire,
where she last was assigned to a congregation. The outcome of the trial was essentially a reprimand for Denman, which was
the least severe sanction available. The fact
that she wasn't given a stronger punishment , Denman said at the time, made the
trial's outcome a victory .
There's still debate within the United
Methodist Church about the role' of openly lesbian and gay clergy , observers say,
and the issue is likely to be a hot topic of
discussion next spring at the church's
general conference.
(Brenda Buchanan)

McCormick to Teach
Gay Studies at USl\'I
One of Maine's lesbian/gay leaders,
Dale McCormick, will teach the University of Southern Maine's gay studies course
on the Portland campus in the spring
semester 1988 , Prof. Joseph Kreilser ,
chair of the university's social work
department, announced re~ently.
The course is designed to (1) provide a
historic perspective on many societies'
response to homosexuality, (2) enhance
our ability to impact society's attitudes ,
behaviors and policies toward lesbian and
gay people , and (3) assist the latter to respond to such initiatives. This will be the
university ' s sixth offering of this course
since it was initiated in 1978. In the past,
enrollment has included students or -practioners of communication , education, history, nursing, political science , psychology, social work or sociology, as well
as art , business administration, and
women's studies.
McCormick serves on the AIDS Advisory Committee to the Maine State Bureau
of Health, as well as the Maine Committee on Lesbian & Gay Youth , Inc. In addition, she is in her third year a's president
of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance, which has been instrumental in promoting new law in Maine on such issues
as AIDS. According to Kreisler, McCormick's "extensive experience and leadership in statewide politics and legislative action will enable her to enrich the course
content for students, and provide a sense
of immediacy".
McCormick , who until recently was an
administrator at Central Maine Vocational
and Technical Institute, is an experienced
teacher and author , having taught women
carpentry and house-building and pub- .

lished two books on the subject: Against
the Grain, A Carpentry Manual for
Women; and Housemending, Home Repair .
for the Rest of Us; recently published by
Dutton.

University Trustees
Come Out For Gays
The trustees of the Universjty of Maine
System voted November 16 to add "sexual orientation" to the list of reasons for
which people cannot be discriminated
under the system's equal opportunity
policy.
Kent Price , assistant to Chancellor
Robert Woodbury, said that the policy will
cover all students, faculty and staff.
The seven-campus University of Maine
System is comprised of over 29 ,400
students, 1,400 faculty members, 1,000
professionals such as accountants and adminstrators, and 1,950 classified personnel.
Price pointed out that the new policy will
protect those associated with the university in every way, including employment,
advancement, tenure, admissions, and the
right to pursue and publish research.
Chancellor Woodbury urged the trustees
to support the proposal because the faculty and students have reported harassment
and threats based on their sexual orientation . He speculated that the reported incidents represent only a fraction of actual
occurances . "Naming it (the problem of
discrimination against lesbians and gay
men) gives it credibility," Woodbury said.
The 8-5 vote (see accompanying article)
was applauded by supporters of civil rights
for lesbians and gay men. Dale McCormick, president of the Maine Lesbian/Gay
Political Alliance, characterized the vote
as "wonderful" and called the measure 's
supporters on the board of trustees
"courageous".
The reaction from the traditional opponents of lesbian/gay civil rights was
predictable. Jasper Wyman , executive
director of the Maine Christian Civic
League, said that the problem with the vote
was that it is contrary to the Maine Legislature's view on civil rights for lesbians
and gay men.
Also reacting was the state's media. On
the Sunday following the vote, the Maine
Sunday Telegram editorialized that while
the vote showed that the trustees possess
political courage, its tlll!ing was faulty, as
at the same meeting the Board decided to
seek from the Legislature a $60 million
bond issue for university projects . The
editorial speculated that the Legislature,
· which has rejected a civil rights bill for lesbians and gay men six times, will be
angered by the trustee's action , and will
retailiate by nixing the bond issue proposal.
McCormick called that notion ridiculous. Civil rights for lesbians and gay men
"is not a revenge issue," she said.
"Nobody has ever punished anyone for
taking that stand on the issue. No one is
going to want to punish them (trustees)
because they were courageous."
The University of Maine System Board
of Trustees' vote to prohibit discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation was not
unanimous . Eight members voted in favor,
while five voted against.
Those in favor were Stanley Evans ,
Robert Dunfey, Geneva Kirk, Richard
Marshall, Teresa Moore , Harrison
Richardson, Stewart Smith and James
Storer.

Those against were Patricia Collins ,
David Flanagan, Robert Foster, Thomas
Monaghan and George Wood.
Please join Our Paper in congratulating .
the University trustees for their historic
and courageous action.
Be counted. Take the time to write to any or all of the above trustees at the following address:
c/o University of Maine Board of Trustees
107 Maine Avenue
Bangor, Maine 04401
The trustees need to know that lesbians
and gay men in Maine, many of whom are
alumni and supporters , and most of whom
are taxpayers and voters, are thrilled with
this breakthrough decision.
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Newcomers' Week
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dance class with this ad
Live from Studio I
Dances by Emily Ojala
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January 8 & 9, 8 pm
25A Forest Ave., 207-773-2562
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"An Ordinary Group of Women"
Taking the Law-And O,u Lives-Into O,u Own Hands .
by Elze
They called themselv,e s "the service."
Their home was Chicago, though they
never settled in just one piace. They were
a women's collective, their ·membership
averaging. 20-25 . Mostly white, a few
Black Hispanic, from very young to very
old , they were homemakers , students ,
mothers, hippies, and professional women.
They called themselves the Jane Collective. In fact, everyone went by the name
of Jane . These women performed illegal
abortions.
This summer, as Robert Bork's nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court putrefied
before the Senate Judiciary Committee,
and as I contemplated committing civil
disobedience with other lesbians and gay
men during the March on Washington activities, I had the opportunity to interview
three former members of the Jane
Collective.

DE: What was Jane and when were
you each involved?

counselor would be in touch with her
afterwards.

Jane l: It was a group, it called itself a
collective, that proviqed women with abortions that weren't legal at the time in Illinois . It sometimes referred women to
New York or California, or- other locations
where abortions could be obtained legal- ·
ly, but basically the collective performed
abortions and provided some counseling
and education.
Jane 3: The group really evolved from
being a counseling and referral service, of
which ihere were thousands all over the
country during that period of time, to a
place where not only did the women in the
group control the operation, but they did
everything in the operation.
Jane 2: When I joined the group, women
would call .a tape and the tape would say ,
" This is Jane from Women' s Liberation .
Please leave· your name and number, and
someone will call you back.''

DE: Was the male abortionist a
physican?
Jane 2 : No. There was a whole art of
illegal abortion which I sometimes worry
has been Jost, though I feel it can be regained. There were many different kinds
of illegal abortionists out there . We were
working with some pretty sophisticated ii. legal abortionists who actually did D&C's.
Those were the people we learned from.
Jane 3: But there was a period where
there was either. an assumption or people
were told outright that this particular person was a: doctor.

For me, it was something to do . I was
ready to do something real interesting.
Because of being friends with her, I met .
all these other interesting women who were
doing this work and it became a social
focus for me. I was only 18 at the time.
I had dropped out of college. But once I
got into doing it, I never thought about not
doing it. I have a feeling I was sort of taken
in as a little mascot because, by the time .
I joined, people already knew who I was
and that I had been helping out on the side.
It was a very satisfying thing to do. I
probably always had a bent towards
medical activity and technical skills , and
that was another way to do it.

"When (Jane) found out he wasn't a doctor,
they said, 'Well, the hell with it. If he can do
(abortions), we can do them."'
And as the police dragged me away on
October 13, I thought of many things ,
among them my conversation with these
three women one July evening around a
kitchen table over steaming cups· of tea .
In the spirit of Jane, all three women
chose to use the name "Jane" for the
interview.
Jane l , 34, a former family planning
counselor and now a health educator
specializing in gay and lesbian health, and
reproductive and sexual health, lives in
coastal Maine. She started with Jane as ,"
she says, "an unofficial member" in 1971
and stayed with the collective until it
folded in 1973.
Jane 2, 38, a nurse for the last 10 years,
lives in mid-coastal Maine, but grew up
and lived most of her life in Chicago. With
Jane the longest of the three women, Jane
'2 joined the collective before the members
>erformed the actual abortions themselves
·hough they controlled all other aspects of
ie process. Jane 2 was one of seven
,omen arrested in the 1972 bust.
Jane 3, 40, now living in Albany ,_New
fork, has been a community organizer for,
·he says, "more years than I care to
emember," dating · back to her activist
lays in Chicago in 1971 ; the year she
joined Jane.
By the time Jane folded, the collective
1
• as receiving 300 calls and performing
0-80 abortions weekly, working three
days, though sometimes they'd perform as
111any as 100 abortions ..
I wanted these women's words record!d because those of us working for gay and
esbian rights, particularly on AIDS issues,
;an learn much from the Jane Collective.
We have not paid close attention to the
essons learned by and the expertise of the
-~minist health movement. We must begin
:o pay attention . We cannot afford to waste
hat wealth' of knowledge and experience.
Tli.is interview will appear in two parts .
>a,:_t II will appear in the next issue of Our

"aper.
In the spirit of taking the law - and our
ives - into our own hands . . .
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Jane 3: The tape always said that for its
entire life. ·
Jane 2: It would change voices
sometimes. Then someone would pick up
all the names from the tape and call the
people back and collect a little bit of information on the woman - her name, address , age , phone number, how many
weeks pregnant she was, if she had any
medical problems, history of twins, history
of bleeding- and we' d tell her how much
it might cost.
This ·was put on an index card. These
cards would be distributed to counselors.
When anyone entered the group, she would
enter on this level of being counselor. So
I received training to be an abortion
counselor. You'd get your little pile of
cards at a meeting and you'd. counsel
women for abortions , either in a group or
individually , as the particular counselor
felt comfortable or as it seemed appropriate
for the woman involved.
Jane 3: In the counselor' s home .
Jane 2: And the woman, at the time of
the counseling, would be told when she
would be having her abortion , the date and
the time . She'd be given an address of
where she would be going, "the (ront."
She was encouraged to bring a friend or
family member with her. And she'd go to
this place where there would be lots of
women and their friends, male or female
friends, and kids . And counselors would
be there to facilitate , help people feel comfortable, and answer questions .
From this place, the woman, without her
friends, would be dtiven to what we
called ''the place'' - which was the place ·
where the abortion occurred. At the place,
there would be women from the group
assisting in the abortions and being with
the woman, sitting and holding her hand
and trying to make it as comfortable a
situatioµ as possible. But the abortionist
was a man at that time . That was the point
at which I joined the group. ·
Then the woman would be driven back
to the front, given rpedications and instructions, and sent on, her merry way. The

a

Jane 1 : He told us he was a doctor when
he first started. I don't know how he
hooked up with the abortion referral group,
but he did. I don't know ifhe heard about
them anq sought them out for busine~s, or
the other way around, but they thought, at
· first , he. was a doctor. My impression is
that when they found out he wasn't a doctor, they said, "Well, the hell with it. If
he can do them , we can do them."
Jane 2: At the point I entered the group,
everyone knew· very well he wasn' t a doctor. And shortly thereafter, one of the
women learned how to do the abortion.

DE: Looking at the work you do now,
do you think that experience was a turning point for you?
·
Jane 1: It was not at the time a turning
point that I ~ as consciously aware of, but
clearly it was, now that I think ahout it.
After Jane , I worked in a law office for
a while and ~njoyed that~ery much, and
considered a paralegal career for a long
time. I helped Jane 2 negotiate a personal
injury settlement. Another one of my
brilliant careers - practicing law without
a license.

"There was such a need. You had to do it. We
were ordinary women who did what had to be
done."
Ii was always kind of a fluid thing assisting the abortionist and doing the abortion. There are steps that are necessary.
You learn one step; then you learn the
next. Before you know it, you know the
whole thing.
Jane 3: That's exactly how our technical
training happened. The whole thing was
a progression, an evolution.

DE: At that time in your lives, why did
you get involved with Jane?
Jane 1: I heard about the group from a
friend who was in it. I wasn't sure what
she was doing. I thought she was doing
abortion referrals. I came back to Chicago
after a brief stay in New York..and didn't
really -have anything else to do. I was
crashing at different people's places. This
friend was doing this work. One of her
responsibilities was calling the out-oftowners who didn't get counseling beforehand. They got their counseling at the
front. She had to call those women and tell
them where to go. Sometimes she needed
help calling them, so she'd ask me to help
her and ~he'd split her fee with me. I
needed some money . That's why I said I
wasn't an official member right away . I actually started without doing counseling
first, and I didn't go to meetings.

When I came to Maine in 1977, I
needed a job. I applied for anything that
looked even a little interesting . I couldn' t
seem to find any work. Finally, I found out
there was an opening at a family planning
clinic and interviewed there, and left that
interview and said, "If I can't get this job,
I can't get any job." And I got that job.
I dic'i have Jane on my resume, but I
called it an abortion counseling service.
But a little while after I started working
there - it was real good atmosphere with
a lot of women who were in family planning for similar reasons to mine - I told
my boss what I had really done, and she
said, "I knew you were bullshitting me at
your interview, but I couldn't figure out
what you weFe bullshitting me about•." It
wasn't something I really wanted to hide .
Jane 2 : I had a legal abortion in California. I had what they called a therapeutic
abortion in which I had to see two
psychiatrists who would say I wasn't fit to
become a mother, essentially, and a
gynecologist who would say the same thing1
and agree to do the procedure. All three
had to submit letters to a hospital board
which would then approve my having the
abortion .
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For the abortion , I was in a semi-private
room on the psychiatric ward of the
hospital. I had the abortion under general
anesthesia. I had all my pubic hair shaved
off. It was really a terrible experience.
I lived in California for about a year.
When I returned to -Chicago, I lived on the
South Side and I went to a talk about abortion . Different people gave presentat~ons,
all in very general terms , but it made me
reflect back on the abortion I had and I
decided I wanted to do something. I was
looking for something to be involved in.
I had never been involved in the women's
movement, or thought about it very much.
I came across information about Jane ,· I
called the tape and left a message saying
that I wanted to do some counseling. I was
contacted. I sounded like a sincere person,
not like a cop .

...
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· Jane 2 was my buddy, my big sister who
trained me. I remember taking copious
notes at all the counselor training sessions.
I wrote down everything that was said and
I practiced.
Jane 2: People were entrusting us with
their lives. We felt we'd fucking better
give them some good information. They
rwere in totally desperate situations. They
couldn't hop on a plane and go to New
York. They were doing everything they
could to scrape together the money they
had. They were desperate not to be
pregnant.

· DE: Who were the women in Jane?
How did that experience change your
perception of women and you·r feelings
about yourself as a woman at that time?
Jane 1: I was younger than most of the
people in the group and I was attracted to

"It's a great gift to be able to do somethjng
totally illegal because that's the only way you
can really find out what matters, what your
values really are."
,
I want to emphasize that I got a lot o(
training to do counseling . Then I had a
buddy counselor. I immediately felt very
close to the -;;ther women in the group. This
was really important to me as far as my
personal growth and moving into being
real involved in the women ' s movement.
I feel it really was just so pivotal in my life.
Jane 3: When you say , Jane 2, that you
hadn't been involved in the women' s
movement before Jane , there was no
women's movement before . The present
part of the women's movement that we
know really didn't start until 1970.
Jane 2: Well then , I guess I was on the
cutting edge ... .
Jane J : You are one of the mothers! We
have to take credit for this stuff.
My very good friend got pregnant with
no money and went to the local free clinic
and they said, "Call-643-3844 and they
can help you ." And she did. And she had
an. abortion at the time when the man was
still being used . And she was blindfolded .
But she had a wonderful experience. In
fact , Jane 1 remembers her from that day.
She was my only friend from my colJege
days and we' re still very close. She took
me to meet her counselor and I voiced in- ·
terest. I went to the next training session .

all these people who seemed to be more
mature and experienced in life than I was.
Unlike Jane 2 and Jane 3, I had actually
been a feminist since high school. I
remember very clearly when The Feminine
Mystique came out, and I remember
shoplifting it from the local dime store, but
to this day I have not read the book.
Quite a few women in Jane were
housewives and mothers . There were also
quite a few college _students , especially
from around the University of Chicago
because the core group, as I recall , was on
the South Side in Hyde Park. There were
many women in the group I never knew
very well. There were some professional
women, some women in socia l services ,
some women like me .who were kind of
like hippies, actually , and we were' a little
bit different. We didn't have the same
financial commitments , or family commitments, or professional commitments
that a lot of the other women had , and we
were a little younger. ,1

(To Jane 2) One of the thrills was that
I watched you change. I don't know what
happened to . me because I didn't get to
watch., me , . but l watched. my friends
change ·and get stronger and more assertive. Necessity is a mother.
We saw this as something that had to be
done . We were not the group that was going to beat on the doors of the state capitol
and say, "Please, boys, won't you do this
for us?" We never thought that was a
stupid thing to do. It would have been a
stupid thing for us to do . It wasn't our
style. We would do what had to be done
because the situation demanded it.
The timing was right. The times called
extraordinary strengths out of us and
changed us all. But we weren't by any
means superwomen. We were lucky
because we got a chance to put our politics
, into practice. The late 1960s and early '70s
were a river of action. I think all of us were
exceptionally lucky that we got to be in- .
volved and participate ·in that action. .
Jane 1: I certainly think I must have been
lucky because I dido 't have this deliberate
interest to do something like you did (to
Jane 3) .

DE: How did the group make the leap
to doing abortions? Could you say more
about the .evolution?
Jane 2: Abortion is a simple procedure.
Not that it doesn't have risks and complications, and things that can go wrong , but
basically it' s a pretty simple procedure.
Jane 1: There are no incisions, no sharp
instruments used . It's a matter of learning
how to do a lot of simple things all
together.
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Jane 2: All we dealt with were wor~·
issues. We did not ta{k politics.
Jane 3: This was not the kind of group
where everybody obsessed about
decisions.
·
Jane 1:_We didn' t even talk about group
/ dynamics.
Jane 2: We didn't talk about how somebody feels about this or that. We passed
around cards over and over again until all
\ of them were gone. We'd fill up pill boxes,
tetracycline in littl<e boxes, figure out
· where the next front would be, deal with ·
concrete problems.
Jane 1: Other work assignments, too .
Who's working the front? Who's a driver?
Who 's assisting? Whose car are we going
to borrow? Does anyone know an apartment we can use?
Jane 3: A lot of the problems with the
group dido 't get handled up front in the~
group. In some' ways, that was really good.
We didn't hav.e the luxury of a lot of time
to obsess or hassle about things at
meetings. But it left people feeling decisions were being' made and they w~ren' t
really a part of the decisio·ns, yet we were
all.equally responsible in some ways . That
was a tricky dynamic. But none ofus really,.
wanted to go to meetings. But a lot of
things got discussed when small groups got
together or at the workplace afterwards .
Jane 2: Nobody talked about taking care
of themselves. There was no room for that.
You went to a meeting once every ten
days . You did counseling groups in your
home two or three nights a week. And then
you worked at places and fronts for two
days a week.

"I felt I was in a situation where, if I had to go
to jail for some period. of time, it wouldn't be a
great experience, but if it came to going to jail,
my life could tolerate that. I felt it was so
important it had to be done."

DE: What was the age range and
racial composition of the group?
Jane 1: It was almost all white. Occasionally someone in the group was Black.
It was a real difficult issue if you were the
only Black counselor in a group of 30

"It was always kind of a fluid thing-assisting
the abortionist and doing the abortion. There
are steps that are necessary. You learn one step;
then you learn the next. Before you know it, you
know the whole thing."
I moved to Chicago in the fall of 1971 .
I had gotten my consciousness raised in
late 1969 or 1970. That was~ very different time. There was a lot going on , a
lot of new information, new ways of looking at the world that most of us had never
thought about before.-I remember feeling
like I had my eyes open for the first time ,
that I had never seen the world ,before.
I really wanted to get i_nvolved in
women' s health . I had a chronic health
problem and had gotten very fucked over
by health practitioners in New York City ,
one after another. And I knew I wanted to
do political work, .w~omen' s health work.
I came from New York where -abortions
were legal. It was no big thing . Abortion
wasn' t the first thing on my mind .
But I moved to Chicago and my friend
had her abortion and I hooked into the
abortion service. It was very weird at first:
Here are these women doing this outrageous thing and they're all sweet and real
nice, and I was very used to New York aggressive,- strong , assertive women , and it
was real confusing to me. How could
anybody so sweet do anything so gutsy?!?
Some had kids and husban4s and every~
body had long hair-.

~

white women.
Jane 2: I think there were more Black
counselors towards the end , and some
Hispanic women. The women were in their
20s, 30s, some in their 40s , 50s . One
woman was in her 60s.
Jane 3: The real age concentration was
around 30 and early to mid-20s .
Jane 2: I felt myself become a stronger,
more powerful person. I never had a vision of myself doing things that would affect people's lives, doing life and death
kinds of things . And I ended up in that
situation not because I thought it all out
ahead of time , but because there was a
need. There was such a need. You had to
do it. These things just had to be done
because who else was going to do it? You
just rose to the occasion. We were ordinary
women who did what had to be done .
Jane 3: And I think the times were
extraordinary.
Jane 2 : Yes. There was such a feeling
of optimism. I felt the world was changing so much .
Jane 3: And it gave us the right to be
more extraordinary in our actions and
activism .

Jane 2: A woman had the opportunity to
learn and took it.
Jane 3: There was a personal relationship between one of the women in the
group and this guy , and he was really torn.
On the one hand , he was real into teaching
it. On the other hand, he knew his little
cushy gig - and it was real cushy for him
- was going to be over if he did it: With
cajoling, he showed her.
•
Jane 2: We were so happy .- The first
thing we did was cut prices way down .
Prices dropped from $375 to $100 because
we didn't have to pay him anymore .
Before, all the money went to that guy except $25 per procedure to pay the phone
bills, the medications. So we lowered the
-prices to practically nothing. In fact,
women paid nothing if they couldn't afford
it. We got an average of $40 per person.
Jane 3: No one got paid in the group at
that point.
Jane 2: And right away things lifted. No
more blindfolds .
Jane 1: No more man.

DE: What was the structure of the
· group?
.
Every 10 day s we got together
and we all groaned about having to get
together every 10 days , but now , when I
think about it, every 10 days wasn't very
much for a group doing illegal abortions
to get together.

Jane 1: And your phone rang any time _
of the day or night.
·
Jane 3: And you answered it, no matter
what you were doing . What if it was
somebody hemorrhaging and you were too
busy doing something more fun?
Many of us were on the nervous edge.
A lot of us left for periods, from a couple
of weeks to a month, to go someplace to
get away . Even though we were so strong
in what we were doing, the stress level was
exceptionally high.

DE: Can you tell me about the bust
and the impact of the bust on the group?
Jane 2: There was one big bust in May
of 1972. It was a real unfortunate situation
because we had so many personnel working that day. We were trying to do more
training.
Jane 1: It pierced the denial. I could not
have functioned if I thought from minute
, to minute I was in danger. Sometimes I
would muse about it: "Oh, I could get arrested and go to jail." But I also did other
things that were illegal. This was just the
more serious thing for me. Maybe it was
a function of my age. I had a lot of denial
about the seriousness , the inevitability .
Jane2: There was a lot of tolerance for
us , right?
Jane 1: We were very protected.
Jane 2: The police liked us .
continued.on
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Interview
continued from page 13 ·

Jane 1: When they got their girlfriends
pregnant, they went to Jane for their abortions and there was , I think, a hands-off
policy on Jane that was very official.
Jane 3: Absolutely. We had
policewomen come through . A lot of
women got our phone number from the
cop on the street. We had a good rep in
the city _of Chicago.
Jane 1: We weren ' t back alley.
Jane 3: We did good abortions .
I think there was a lot of denial in the
group. I can remember bringing it up at
group meetings and saying, "Look, what
we're doing is illegal ; we could all wind
up in jail." We operated so above-board
- n so many ways .and advertised in the
underground newspaper ...

DE: After the arrest, the group functioned for eight more months before Roe
v. Wade. What was the effect of that
bust on the group and on each of you
individually?
Jane 3: The group went semiunderground. That made it very hard 'on
pregnant women in Chicago. I came back
from a week in New York and I asked one
of the women, "When are we going to
start working again?" because that's all I
cared about. Whoever was left, we had to
start doing abortions .
And she said, "You know, they have
these new kinds of bugs they put on your
phone where they can hear every conversation in the room."
Two days later , another woman came
over and said, "You.'re going to organize
a work day , five people at my house,
here's the names , counsel them at your

"I don't think the service ever should have
stopped doing abortions ... Nobody did it as good
as we did it ... and we were charging less money
than any of the legal clinics."
Jane 1: In the college papers, in the
Women 's Liberation Unlon publications .
And we were on doctors' referrals lists.
Jane 3: We could maintain an illusion of
legality even though we were quite illegal
and we could be arrested for homicide .
The guys who dealt with murder were the
guys who were going to be dealing with
us. There was that, " No ,- this isn' t
dangerous . It's not dangerous for us. It's
not dangerous for the women. " That was
clearly a myth that we never really dealt
with in the group .
- Jane 1: I'm sure I .thought you were a
bummer if you were saying things like
that.
Jane 3: When the bust happened , a lot
of women just split totally . They dropped
out in droves. Only 12 were left .
DE: Did the group ever regain its
strength after the bust?
Jane I: Yes , shortly after. Seven women
were arrested . They were called " The
Abortion Seven" by the newspapers .
Jane 3: Jane 2 was on TV because she
read the statement. I was in New York
when the bust happened and got a phone
call from somebody . I came back about a
week later.
Jane 1: The bust was a mistake. It was
a mistake because, in fact , the police really didn't want to shut us down . But the
wrong precinct was called.

house and bring them down .' ' She tol_d me
they had been working since a day or two
after the bust.
We made it much more nerve-wracking
for pregnant women . We'd pick people up
in public places, on street comers, and take
them to the place where they were going
to have the abortion and counsel them just
before it. We were trying to protect
ourselves.
Jane I: We cut out all the information
that we had been so freely handing out our home phone numbers , our own addresses, the front address , borrowed apartments . We had to cut all that out. We
didn't go back to blindfolds , though .
Jane 3: We n9ted that women were more
tense and uncomfortable during the procedure . We had tried to make things as
normal as possible. We wanted women to
understand everything about the procedure
that we understood so there wouldn' t be
that fear of the unknown . As we were doing the procedures, we'd be explaining exactly what we were. doing while we were
doing it. Even if women didn't want to
know, we told them anyway. You didn ' t
get a choice to not know . .
DE: Why did each of you keep doing
it after the bust?
Jane I : I wasn't in Chicago . The day of
the bust I was in the airport waiting to go
to Colorado for what I thought was
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Jane 2: I stopped for a while after the
bust . We felt we were marked people, and
the less we had do with the whole operation , the better for a while . And we were
pretty terrified. We had to deal with all our
legal problems which took a lot of time and
energy.
During the summer, it seemed like it was ,
time to start again . All my friends were doing abortions again, I felt I should be working with them.
I felt very strongly that, of anyone, I had
little to lose because I didn't have children.
There were women who had gotten arrested who had children. I felt glad I
didn't. I felt I was in a situation where, if
I had to go to jail for some period of time,
it wouldn't be a great experience, but if it
came to going to jail, my life could tolerate
that . I felt it was so important it had to be
done . I had gotten a certain amount of
training and the training needed to be
utilized .
There were women out there who
needed ~bortions. Since I knew how to do
them, I should be doing them.
Jane 3: There weren't that many other
women in the group who had the skills to
do the complete abortion .
Jane. 2: I'm not sure that I did . I was
close. I was on the next level of learning.
I was ready to start doing the entire procedure . About four women were trained
to do the entire procedure.
Jane 3: I was a couple steps behind Jane
2. I had forceps in my hand and was breaking a water bag for a long-term abortion
when the Supreme Court decision was an-
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nounced . It was my first or second time
of actually having instruments inside the
uterus instead of just in the neck of the
uterus .
I never wanted to be in jail. I still don' t
want to be in jail. I would do anything to
stay out of prison. I do not think it's
creative time. But when you've made that
step already and you've done something
you're not allowed to do , you've done
medical surgery, you've said, "Screw
you , abortion is illegal. You can say what
you want. We're just going to ignore
you_,_ " you change inexorably for the rest
of your life. We empowered ourselves. We
never used that word "empowered ."
"Self help" was the big word back then.
But we really knew what "empowered"
meant:
I never had a doubt that I'd go back and
do them. I would have been really pissed
off ifsomebody had said we're not doing
abortions anymore because we got arrested . If anything , I knew I would devote
more of my time to make up for other people who couldn't because of their legal
situations and for the people who freaked
out and dropped out of the group.

Part II
NEXT ISSUE

'- WE CATER TO WOMEN BUT WELCOME ALL!

where WOMEN meet WOMEN

"I never had a doubt that I'd go back and do
them. I would have been really pissed off if
somebody had said we're not doing abortions
anymore because we got arrested. If anything, I
knew I would devote more of my time ..."
Jane 3: This woman was from a
neighborhood we didn't work in . The cops
in the neighborhoods we worked in had the
hands-off policy. After the counseling session, the sister-in-law of the pregnant
woman freaked out, called the cops, and
they followed the car from the front to the
place, and then they walked in. She knew
the address of the front, so she gave it to
them .
Jane 2: I got arrested . We spent the night
in jail. I was chained to a wall for several
hours because I had a big mouth . Ultimate- ly , the law was changed and the case was
dismissed. Roe v. Wade came down in
- ; anuary 1973. But being arrested was a
terrible experience. We didn't know what
was going to happen in 1973 . We certainly took it seriously and had to see lawyers.
And we had to talk about the kinds of
-=-things that we hadn't talked about before,
and the group arrested had a lot of
disagreements on how to handle the whole
thing. We did lots of pretrial hearings and
conferences , but u1timately it was
dismissed.
·
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forever. I got a call at the airport from a
woman9.n the service who said, "Well, it
happened." I didn't know what she meant.
Then she told me they got busted .
I came back to . Chicago because my
house in Colorado burned down and I had
nothing else to do . I picked up where I left
off. By that time it was August and things
were baek in full swing , with a smaller
group , but in full swing . They did need asmany people as possible, and I had nothing
else to do. By that time we did pay
ourselves for the work . We didn't get paid
much , about $75 a week.
There was a little part of me that was
really jealous to have not been around at
the time the bust happened because it was
clearly such an important experience. My
Mom and Dad were sending me the
newspaper clippings.
I didn 't feel more nervous going back.
I knew we weren ' t going to get busted
again . I knew there, had been a demand
from official people for us to continue our
work .
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New I·n Maine!
Are you alone by choice, or lack of choices?
ComQuest provides a safe, discreet way to
meet compatible gay men for friendships or more.
We offer: ·
• Quick service
• Confidential mailings .
• No fees over $30
• A detailed application
• Guaranteed results • No hidden costs

The Computerized Gay Matching Service

1-800-633-6969 (24 hrs.)
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- OUTRIGHT
Maine' s lesbian and gay youth have
recently begun to recognize our need for
a voice . This is our column , and it will be
part of that voice. Please write Our Paper
in response to it or with contributions of
your own .
This column takes its name from Portland's Alliance of Lesbian and Gay Youth
- individuals 22 years old and younger.
We decided at one of our first meetings
that OUTRIGHT is a group of young lesbians and gays who meet every week to
provide each other with support and information in a safe, social environment". Meetings are friendly and structured to include discussion of important
topics such as what it means to be lesbian
and gay , coming out, relationships, AIDS ,
etc. The meetings are Friday evenings at
7:30 to 9:30 in the Preble Street Chapel,
331 Cumberland Ave . (on the comer of
Cumberland Ave . and Preble St. , next to
Maria' s Restaurant) . For more information , write to OUTRIGHT at Box 5028 ,
St~tion A, Portland, ME04101. Al replies
will be confidential and discreet.
Most schools in Maine are between
semesters or on vacation , so there' s not too
much to report this month concerning otJ,er
events for lesbian and gay youth of Maine.
The Gay Lesbian Alliance at 92 Bedford
Street from the USM campus in Portland
now has hotline hours from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturdays when you can talk to a real person instead of an answering machine. The
number is 78Q-4085 . During next semester
the GLA hopes to sponsor one discussion
each month , usually on the third Thursday ,
and one film , usu:!.lly on the first Friday.
The topics and films hiive not been decided
yet - call for more~information .
Another resource , Bangor Community
College , hosts chemical free lesbian/gay
dances on the first and third Saturdays of
the month .
In Waterville, the Colby College Les-

bian and Gay Community will be sponsoring videos and discussion meetings during
January . They will take place on Thursdays - January 7th, 14th , 21st and 28th ,
at 8:30 p.m . in the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
Remember, holidays and vacations can
be very enjoyable , but they can also be
really stressed-out. Remember that the
listings of meetings in Our Paper are good
places to unwind and share soine of our
feelings, both good and bad .
Once again , please send dates and locations of events or suggestions for events
and topics that you 'd like to see approached in this column - anything that
will add a new voice for Maine's lesbian
and gay youth. Thank you for reading .
(T.A.H .)

Burnt BAGLSC
by JoAnne Dauphinee
Well , not "burnt" exactly , just tired.
Actually we all had a great summer!
Thanks again to everyone - including attendees - who helped make the Symposium a big success . And , special thanks
to all who participated in Charlie Howard
Memorial Day .
Harry went off to Europe to 11 (?!) circuses! Several of us are back at (or still
at) the University of Maine. (I finally took ·
the plunge into " Intro to Computers") as
staff or students. Many of us. are working
hard and playing hard (Hackey Sack, anyone?) . Marty's enjoying his new abode and
puppy . And we all seem to be finding the
ways to enjoy life,,love and/or lust. Hope
your summer's been fruitful!
BAGLSC meets· the first Sunday and
third Thursday of each month at 87 Sunset
Strip, Brewer. Meetings are open to all
(7-9 p.m.).
Dances at BCC , sponsored by .
BAGLSC, are still the first and third Saturdays .. Oc.::asionally, .we ' ve had to switch

Saturdays to accommodate circumstances
(i .e. availability of DJs) , but this is not
often. If you are traveling a far distance ,
try calling in advance to confirm that there
• is a dance . (989-3306). Doors open at 8
p.m . "Action" starts about 9 p .m. These
are chemical-free dances! Smoking areas
are provided within the building.
One last note: If you had a hard time
reaching us in August, we offer _apologies .
Please try again if there is any way we
might assist you . Anyone in the Greater
Bangor area interested in a PFLAG
(Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays) chapter, please contact BAGLSC .
Thanks.

NOW~News
by Christine Torraca
The Greater Portland NOW Chapter has
been very active in the last two to three
months organizing against the Community Pregnancy Center, a phony clinic
located at 583 Forest Avenue in Portland .
A phony clinic is a facility set up by antiabortion activists to look like a family planning center or a women's health center
through false or ambiguous advertising .
There are hundreds of these phony clinics
throughout the United States . When
women appear at the facility to take advantage of the advertised free pregnancy test
and give any indication that they' would
consider abortion or even GOntinued use of
birth control , they are assaulted by inaccurate and sensational anti-abortion (and
anti-birth control) material and one-on-one
lectures . Women with positive pregnancy
tests are frequently contacted later at their
homes or places of business with the continuing appeal. to not " murder their
babies," and other such messages . There
is no indication in the facility ' s advertising (Yellow Pages, ' local newspapers) or
in the identification at the facility itself
(outdoor signs) of their philosophical bent.

It is our goal to continue to publicize this
deception so that women can make informed choices about where to obtain the
desired services. We are investigating legal
action . Successful lawsuits have been
pressed against similar clinics in Texas and
North Dakota. We can measure some success so far in that since mid-October the
Community Pregnancy Center has withdrawn what had been a daily" ''free
pregnancy test" ad in the Portland Press
Herald classifieds. Anyone interested in
joining us in.this effort should call Annie
Lunt at 926-3657 or Marilyn Kirby at
797-3264 .
January 22, 1988, will mark the 15th anniversary of the Supreme Court's Roe v.
Wade decision which legalized abortion in
the U.S. NOW is discussing what kind of
a celebration/action we want to conduct to
mark the date. Watch for news of our
plans . If you want to help out or have some
great ideas, feel free to contact Annie at
the above number. .
The next meeting of the Greater Portland
Chapter of NOW is January 26, 1988, 7:30
p.m ., YWCA , 87 Spring Street, Portland.

UU Convocation
This year's UULGC (Unitarian Universalists for Lesbian and Gay Concerns)
Convocation will be held in Portland,
Maine, February 12-14 .at First Parish
U. U., 425 Congress St. Our theme is OUR
PASSION FOR JUSTICE. The weekend
will include: a keynote address , a concert
on Saturday evening by Kay Gardner,
workshop and discussion groups, and an
opportunity for us to simply be together in
mutual support. Workshop topics will include: The Legal Issues of a Relationship,
Exploring the Sexual Issues of a Relationship , Paganism, Living with AIDS, How
to Start a UULGC Chapter , How to Lead
a Homophobic Workshop , and a Feminist
Spiritual Workshop.

Keith Ostertag

Visual Aid Auctioneer Bruce Buxton solicits a bid for a Cedrone painting.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance president Dale McCormick and Massachusetts
Rep. Barney Frank arriving at a November 29 fundraiser in Portland. Proceeds
from the $50 per person reception went to AIDS policy development and the
Democratic Caucus Outreach Project of MLGPA.
A November 21 fundraiser at Akari, -a hair salon on Fore Street, raised more than
$4,000 for the AIDS Project's AZT Fund. The salon's stylists volunteered their
time, and the full $25 paid by customers was donated to the cause.
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were never apprehend~d. The · lawsuit
maintains that Anderson's and Betke's constitutional and civil rights were violated
~nd that the plaintiffs suffered physical inJUry as well as emotional distress .

Canadian Censorship
Continues

the court ordered the Army to guarantee
that no retaliation would be taken against
Ben-Shalom.

Custody Case Victory
is First-of-a-Kind
A San Diego Superior Court judge
agreed to let 16~year-old Brian Batey remain with his deceased father' s gay lover
rather than retuTQ custody to Brian' s
mother . In the bitterly contested case
Judge Judith McConnell granted Crai~
Corbett custody of Bijan. The decision was
based on Corbett's ability to provide Brian
with a ''stable and wholesome environment." Frank Batey , Brain's father , died
last June of complications associated with
AIDS.
. ~hen the Bateys divorced , Betty Lou
gamed custody of Brian. Frank gained
custody of Brian when Betty Lou tried to
deny him his visitation rights . Betty Lou
then kidnap~ Brian twice. Last spring,
she was acquitted on charges of child stealing. Judge McConnell noted that Betty Lou
had "willingly deprived" Brian of an
education. That, compounded with other
factors such as Betty Lou's highly publicized devotion to a fundamentalist church
and the fact that Brian wished to stay with
Corbett, led Judge McConnell to her conclusion. ~·

Hate Crimes Statistics Bill
Passes Committee
The Hate Crimes Statistics Bill was
passed by the House of -Representatives
Committee on the Judiciary by a vote of
21 to 13. An amendmentto remove "sexual orientation" from the bill which mandates federal collection of statistics on
crimes motivated by sexual orientation,
race, religion, and ethnicity failed . The
anti-gay amendment was sponsored by
Rep. George Gekas (R-PA) who compared
homosexuals to "rapists and child molesters.'' The bill_ will go before the full House
in the spring of 1988.

Army Ordered to
Reinstate Lesbian
The U.S. District Court of Appeals in
Chicago ruled in August that Sgt. Miriam
Ben-Shalom must be ful1y reinstated complete with her rank, seniority and retirement benefits as a member of the U.S.
Army Reserves. Sgt. Ben-Shalom had
been battling the army for 12 years.
The Army admitted that Ben-Shalom
was a good soldier but discharged her in
1976 after she admitted being a lesbian.
Ben-Shalom was reinstated in 1980 under
a federal court order. The army, BenShalom contended, made her military life
difficult to get her to resign .
In addition to reprimanding the Army ,

\•

Ir

Olympics ~otested .

'1'

U.S. Rep. Gerry E . Studds (D-MA) has
called on the president of the U.S . Olympic Committee (USOC) to withdraw its objection to the use of the name ' 'Gay Olympics ." The USOC recently won a legal
challenge against use of the term "Gay
Olympics."
Rep. Studds poi~ted out that although
other events used the term Olympics, such
as International Police Olympics and
Special Olympics, only the Gay Olympics
had been under fire.
In a related action, Sasha i(Iyson , of
Alyson Publications has begun a campaign
t~ protest Visa's support of the U.S . Olympic Committee. Visa is one of several large
corporate sponsors of the Olympics.
Alyson is urging all gays to clip their Visa
cards in half. Send one half to Jan Soderstrom, Visa Marketing Department, P.O.
Box 8999, San Francisco , ' California,
94128 along with a letter explaining why
you ' re cancelling your account. Send the
other half to Sasha Alyson, c/o Alyson
Publications, 40 Plympton St. , Boston,
Mass. , 02118. Be sure to send a c opy of
your letter to Jan Soderstrom to the bank
where you have your Visa card account
along with your account number .

P-Town Update
The official town crier of Provincetown,
Gene Poyant, was fired last month after
allegations that he had made several
slanderous remarks about gays to tourists
in the town. Poyant denied all allegations
o~ slander, claiming the complaints against
him are false. Susan Grilli, a town resident, said in a letter that she had heard
Poyant making anti-gay remarks in his official capacity . Two other citizens previously complained verbally about
Poyant's behavior. Poyant can no longer
act as Provincetown' s County crier and
was recently nominated as Massachusetts
official crier by Governor Michael
Dukakis.
Also in P-Town, two gay men have
brought suit in U.S . District Court against
four men who allegedly taunted them with
a_nti-gay remarks, made obscene suggestions , and threatened them with violence.
The plaintiffs, James Anderson and Robert
Betke, were then attacked and beaten
without provocation. Defendant Jason
Vaughn was arrested at the scene by the
poljce while the other attackers fled. They

Canadian customs officials continue to
seize and detain books headed for Toronto's. Glad Day aookshop. Twenty-two
copies o~ The Leading Edge: An Anthology
of Lesbian Sexual Fiction, .The Raging
Peace'. Dreams of Vengeance and Journey
to Zelmdar from Lace Publications have
b~en detained.· Another example of Canadian Customs slowness is that the Fall 1986
issue of an American lesbian sex magazine: On Our Backs, has finally been
received by the store. The magazine was
originally seized in March 1987 and the
decision to release it was dated July 30 '
'
1987.
Glad Day submitted 30 book titles to
Canadian Customs for an opinion as to
whether they could be imported into the
country. Two books, Beauty's Punishment
and The Story of O were declared obscene
but at the same time , officials pointed ou~
that these opinions were for "informal
guidance:" This means customs officials _
could seize more books if they were considered to be "obscene."

.. ...

Anti-gay Violence
. M~rs Labor Rally
A gay man and several lesbians were
harrassed and threatened with knives at a
labor rally November 1 in Nashville, Tennessee. The confrontation happened when
members of th·e Tennessee Gay and Lesbian Coalition (TGLC) refused to remove
a banner celebrating gay and lesbian activ_ism. TGLC was participating in the
M1d-_South Jo~s with Justice rally _when approximately eight white men wearing armbands indentifying them as Jobs with
Justice safety marshalls approached them
and demande,:l they take down their banner and leave. TGLC refused and a violent
argument broke out. One of the attackers
was heard to say , "We're United Mine
Workers and we're-not putting up with this
crap." Then, Gerry Scoppettuolo was
knocked to the ground in a daze.
Two organizers of the Jobs with Justice
rally offered a formal apology to Scoppettuolo and TGLC. Nashville" police were
notified about the assault and an attorney
was retained in the event that TGLC chose
to file suit against rally organizers.

Sources:
The Washington Blade, November 13,
1987, Gay Community News , November
22-28, 1987, Baltimore Gay Paper,
N?vember, 1987, Gaze, November, 1987,
Rites, November/December, 1987.
Compiled by K. M.

Visitation Rights Returned to Father-With AIDS
by Terri Jones

On the stand, the mother claimed that
her only worry was whether the father
given his condition, would be able to ade~
quately care for the child .
_
The pivotal evidence ·in the case was
given by the father' s doctor. His testimony
iS~fessed _'·! h!t ~IDS_ can ~n!)'. be transm1~ted through the 1uect m1xmg ofbodi\y
flmds and that the father, along with his
knowledge as a health care worker , had
been advised as to how to avoid possible
methods of transmission. In addition , the
doctor cited a recent study of families living with a person who has AIDS as finding no transmission of the AIDS virus to
the other family members. His conclusion
was that visitation posed no threat to the
daughter and that the father's own knowl~d~e eliminated ~ny need for supervised
v1s1ts.
·
Relying on the doctor's own testimony ,
the court ruled that the father was entitled
to weekly visits with his child. In the
court's view no danger of AIDS transmission was possible and the mother had failed
to show the kind of "exceptional reasons"
necessary for a court to limit a parent's access to their own child (a standard required
by New York statute) .

In a recent Kings County , New .York
case , a father diagnosed as having AIDS
was granted weekly visitation rights with
his one-and-a-half year-old daughter. The
case affirmed a progressive view of AIDS
t~an~µiission and .{91,1nd lfiat vJsiitltion sessions posed no threat to the child .
The couple, "Jane W" and "John W "
lived !ogether for six months, and after
'. ' Jane W" became pregnant, were married
m 1986. At the time of the marriage the
wife was fully aware of the husba~d's
homosexuality.
In December 1986, "John W" was diagnosed as having AIDS. When he was discharged from the hospital he took up , at
the request of his wife, separate living
quarters:
Although he did not return to their
home , "John W" continued to visit his
daughter regularly. His wife refused to
allow him to visit unless the encounters
were supervised, although the supervisors
had ?o spe~ial training and were not gi-ven
any mstruct1ons to follow . ,Then "Jane W "
brought this suit to prohibit unsupervised
or ov_emight visits
----.c..._
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INVESTMENT/INSURANCE SERVICES
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Discreet Financial Services Advisor will
a~sis~ in investments, joirt ownership,
life in~urance with mate as beneficiary,
health insurance, cancer insurance and
income tax information for 1987 and 1988.
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*
Call: Sara Jane Elliot at 207-583-6798
*
*
.
*
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HTLV-3 ANTIBODY
COUNSELING
.
Voluntary - Anonymous - Confidential -

i

The ~I_DS Project now provides trained counselors to answer your
quest1~ns and address your concerns about possible exposure to the
AIDS virus. ~o schedule a counseling.session call: . 774-6877

;

For more informatio_n call:

iI
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getting our numbers screwed up.
I wish Sarah would stay . Damnit. I'll
miss her.

A CD Journa1
continued from page 8

Tuesday, Later

ficer doesn't take her, too. Should that happen , and the officers want to take us first
to be arraigned , we' ll refuse .
The lawyers come. They fill us in on the
legal hullabaloo. I notice I feel irritated
each time I hear the legal rundown. What
is that about? I want all of us to stay . . .and
stay .. .and stay .. . That's what.
. The lawyers come back later and tell us
840 people have been arrested . We cheer,
we weep with pride. I want all 840 of us
to stay ... and stay . . .and stay . And why the
fuck did we tell the cop·s everything that
was going to happen? They were too wellprepared . (Though they weren 't prepared
for the numbers.) This.isn't a fuckin game.
Why does it feel like we're playing a
fuckin game? Why the fuck aren't we coming back to do it again the minute we get
out? We aren't taking ourselves seriously . Why the fuck aren' t we taking ourselves more seriously?

"I have a· dream·that someday gay men
and lesbians will be granted equal protec- ·
tion under the U.S. Constitution, and that's
why I'm here , Your Honor ." Oh shit, I
called tier ·"Your Honor ." I didn't want
to fuckin' call her " Your Honor." She
tells us the court cannot accomodate our offer that we send the money elsewhere.
"No , ma ' am , I will not pay the fine . I
choose three days . "
Lorrie , a woman from another affinity
group, tells her, "I am guilty of being a
lesbian . It's something I've dreamed of
being guilty of forever.'' Lorrie chooses
three days .
Denise chooses three days .
We tell our other comrades what we did
as they file into court while we file out.
Joan , Minga, Julie, and Susan J . will
choose three days, . they tell us.
Denise and I and Lorrie hug when we
return to the holding cell . We' re proud . ·
But with a new layer of fear. We cry.

Tuesday, Later

Wednesday, October 14, D.C. Jail

Some of the Mad Muses are giving,their .
names. They' ve decided to pay and leave.
Enough of us are staying. " Adrienne
Rich" is still with us. I love you , Julie .
LIPS leave to~ arraigned . We wait. . .
wait ... wait. Then to a holding cell behind
the courtroom. There are many of us and
the cell is very small . More legal info .
They ' re going to charge us with parading
and demonstrating. The plea bargain? If
we plead guilty , they'll drop one charge,
fine us $50 rather than · $100, and/or
sentence us to three days in jail. Or, we
can pay $100 and leave with no record .
Last chance for that option.
We go around . Several affinity groups
are represented . "I'm going to plead guilty
and refuse to pay the fine ," I say. "I'll tell
the commissioner I'll contribute the
money, instead, to my local gay and lesbian youth group. "
There, I said iC Oh, shit. I could end up
in the slammer. I miss Sherrill. I'm scared.
I think about my mother. What if no one
else goes with me? What if everyone
changes their minds at the last minute?
What if I get hurt? What if? What if?
" You are doing , absolutely , the right
thing for you to be doing ," I tell myself.
And I remember the AIDS quilt. And I
remember the vision of 800,000 dykes and
fags taking over the capital. And I think
of all the injustices I read about in the gay
and lesbian press , day after day . And I
think about the military budget. " This is ,
absolutely , the right thing for you to be
doing ."
Six of the Mad Muses , Julie included,
will plead guilty and refuse to pay the fine.
Others choose that, too. A couple women ,
from another group , will plead not guilty ,/
with the intention of not appearing for the
trial. That won't be the first bench warrant out on them, they tell us. Several ·
women-will pay the $100; others will plead
guilty and pay the fine . We give them our
names.
Hours pass. · They keep calling us
Adrienne Rich , Jane Doe , Sharon
Kowalski , Connie Lingus . And they ' re ·

It must be 2 a.m. and we're still being
processed. Joan, Susan, and Minga are no
longer with us . Denise peeks out of the
shower and asks the guard for "more of
that shampoo." We roar. She was referring to the insecticide we'd been handed .
You learn how to let it run through your
fingers unnoticed.
Bright orange jumpsuits, cotton and
polyester blend, ripped 'here and there.
You're lucky if you get one that doesn't
pull at your crotch.
We hear they wake the women up at 3
a: .m. to eat breakfast. Denise finds a bug
in her oatmeal. They ' re still calling her
Connie Lingus. With us now are Terry
from The Names Project, Pat from Seattle, and Jen from California. I eat only an
apple , because I want to feel 11s good as
I can. If I eat this food , I'll feel like shit.

Wednesday, October 14, Later
Maybe it's 5 a.m. We-'re on our way to
our cell block. ' ' Are you those gays that got
arrested yesterday?" a Black woman yells
from behind the electronic gate. With her
stand about 15 other women, all women
of color. We nod. " Alright! Alright for the
gays! Alright for the gays! " she yells, raising her fist in the air. We chant until our
gate opens . As we take our leave, she says,
smiling, and with a twinkle in _her eye,
"There' s some butches in there, if you
know what I mean.''
All the guards are Black. All the inmates
we see are Black or Hispanic or Asian or
Native American. Except us. We're not
surprised.

Wednesday, Later
Number 36. That's my cell. The natTow
electronic door clangs shut behind me, My
home for two days. I'm relieved that the
small, narrow window on my cell door is
not covered with glass .
· The walls are institutional pastel yellow.
Sanitary napkins line the narrow, cold,
steel rim of the toilet. Female ingenuity at
its best. The boxes come in handy, too .
Catalog$ 1.50

P.O.

Box 365, West Rockport.Maine 04865
207-594-0694

Wllclcrafted and organk:all11 grown herbal remedies. Herbwalks,
. alldeshowa,. workshops and Flower Essence Consultations. :

• M., a Hispanic woman in on drug and
prostitution charges, described to me the
fine art of clandestine coffee making using the sanitary napkin boxes. 14 days in
isolation if you get caught.
I'm so glad to be able to sleep.

Wednesday, Later
My cell door clangs open. " I-guess that
means I'm supposed to walk out, " I say
to myself. I see Julie , Terry , Pat, Lorrie,
Denise, and Jen. We' re given a lousy
choice - to submit to a complete physical
examination,. or stay on medical lockup ,
meaning you can ' t leave your cell for
meals or for the couple additional hours
they let you out. Shit, I thought. If I'm
going to be in here, I want to be able to
talk with the other women .
Terry and Jen choose medical lockup.
The rest of us follow the guard to the
infirmary. I'm afraid again.
"Do you have a problem with nervousness?'' the intake worker asks me . I
burst into laughter. With a smile, I say ,
" I'm in the D.C. jail and about to undergo
a complete physical, and you're asking me
if I have a problem with nervousness.' ' She
laughs, too .
Tommy, a gay technician (He came out
to each of us.), ripped up some of my
paperwork in an attempt to save me from
some tests. No luck.
The fuckin doctor made two women
bleed. He scraped and scraped and
scraped.
The nurse got mad when she noticed my
paperwork missing . Yes, there were ways
we were treated differently than other inmates. Yes, it's because we' re white. Yes ,
it's because we're more privileged than the
other women here. The racism , the internalized racism , the sexism, the internalized wom~n-hatred , the classism, the
homophobia sicken me . But I still don' t
want my blood drawn and some fuckin
male doctor's hand up my cunt.
We missed lunch . They serve it at 10
a.m. They offer us trays of food back at
the cellblock. I decline. One way you keep
centered here is to not eat. It's easier for
them to control and intimidate people who
are bouncing off the walls from the diet.
Keep them aggressive, out-of-control , and
unfocused . It's dangerous to have clearthinking , assertive prisoners in here.
Julie grabs a tray and walks in her very
upright way over a table. She sits. Then ,
turning around, she asks the guard, "Do
you have any napkins? ' ' Everyone , inmates and guards included, burst out
laughing.
, I laugh too. Then I go back to my cell
and cry . That fuckin exam was awful.

Wednesday, Later
They let all the women out of our cells
for about an hour in the afternoon. M.
lends me a book from her stash. We make
phone calls. We don't know our departure
date. We aren' t sure if they'll count our
first day in holding cells towards our
sentence. We talk with the March office.
wJ learn quickly not to sit on the tables
as we use the phones next to them. "We
eat on those tables,'' a Black woman yells
to me , as I break the cardinal rule. I
apologize. I tell my comrades so they
won' t make the same mistake .
I cry hearing Sherrill' s voice . And
Sage' s, and Susan's, and Mars'. I missed ·
· Sherrill' s birthday .
Goddess , this place is noisy. The radio
blares from the control center, so the TV
gets turned up to the max so people can
hear it , and everyone screams their conversations to be heard above the TV and
the radio.
"Where's my wife? " a woman shouts,
racing past.
I talk with some of the women. Y. is a
lesbian and pregnant. "I've lived the lesbian life since I was 13 years old, " she tells
. me. Her baby is due today . G. awaits

sentencing for murder. Her male lover got"'life today for murder. She's crying. I try
to comfort her.
Back in the cells.

Wednesday, Later
Tbe door clangs open. Supper time. I'm
ecstatic to see over-boiled zucchini and
three scrawny celery sticks on my tray. I
offer my meat .to the woman across from
me. "Sure," she beams, looking at me as
if I lost all touch with reality . She offers
me her vegetables . "I never eat this rab- ·
bit food ," she says, laughing. I take them,
thanking her profusely . I distribute the rest
of my food to the women near me . All of
them give me their zucchini and celery
sticks. " We'd just throw them out," they
say. I'm deeply touched.
They let us out of our cells for an _hour ,,
or so after supper. Denise and several
other women are sitting aro~nd a table .
reading something ,aloud. I walk over.
· Whorehouse Sluts, or something like that.
They' re reading the lesbian sex scenes . .
Goddess , most of the women in this
cellblock are lesbians. I want to laugh and
cry at the same time.
I hang out there for a while. Then I go
sit with some other women. R. tells me
about her husband and chi~ren and the
good job she had before she landed here .
B. 's been here for nine months waiting
for an opening in a drug treatment center.
Story after story of women being
locked up for fighting back in self-defense,
or fer trying ·to survive on the streets.
Back to our cells.

Later, Don't Know What Day
The door clangs open. Goddess, whattime is it? It can't be time to get up yet.
"They' re letting them out," I hear several
women yell. "They' re letting the gays
out."
"We 're leaving ," I say to myself in
disbelief. I run over to M. 's ·cell with her
book I borrowed . "I wish all of you were
coming with us." We say good-bye to the
women watching us from their tiny cell
door windows. I'm so relieved we're getting out. I'm so fuckin sad the rest of them
are staying. This fuckin country. I hate it.
I hate it.
Three hours must have passed between
the time we walked out of our cells and the
time we walked into the fresh air. They put
us out on the streets at 2 a.m. with no
money . They said we'd have to come back
the next day for our money and personal
possessions. Fuckers. They probably
always put women out alone in the streets
at 2 a.m. with no way to get anywhere. _
We , at least and thank goddess, had a large
band of loving SUl!J)Ort people waiting for
us.
There' s Sally. We hug and hug and hug
her. Cheese, crruzkers, apples , oranges,
bananas, juice, peanuts .. .a food orgasm.
Then we' re brought to a church where we
sleep the rest of the night.

Thursday, October 15, 1987
The Senate passed the Helms ammendment , I read in the newspaper. I can't
believe it. I can believe it. And I get in
touch with a very important reason to do
civil disobedience. Unless we do it over
and over again, it doesn't eliminate the oppression. But it does change the people
who do it.
We changed. I saw Julie change right
before my eyes. We learn~ stuff about
ourselves that we didn't know before what we'd die for if it caine·to that, our
ability to say "No,." our power in a collective process. We saw ourselves shatter
self-imposed limits. It's like a chain breaks
that' s bee~ keeping your brain in check.
J I'm still sifting through the experience.
/1 don't know what everything is that I
should learn from it. But I do know I'd do
it again in a minute . And I know I'd do
it in Augusta.
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White Lace and Promises
By B.J. Aaron
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''There's still time for you to beat him
·down the aisle, you know. ''
"What are you talking about, Dad?" I
asked.
"Your brother 's wedding. There 's still
time. You 're supposed to be next, not him.
First your older sister, then you, THEN
him. THAT's the way it's supposed to go. "
''I won't be getting married, Dad. We
all know that. ''
"Well, let me tell you, I didn't think I'd
ever get married either, but I did. You will
too, you 'LL see," he predicts with a smile.
~,
"Somehow I think my reasons for not
marrying are significantly different from
the reasons you didn't think you 'd marry,
Dad. Unless there's something you 're trying to tell me!" I rebounded, grinning.
My younger brother's wedding earlier
this year brought to the surface many
issues surrounding my gayness for the entire family. It seemed to present itself
throughout the occasion from start to
finish~
The issues were sometimes on the light
side, such as during a conversation between my brother and my father , in which
he attempted to talk his favorite fishing
buddy out of making that tragic mistake of
walking down the aisle ...
''What the hell are you getting married
for? You don't need a woman to make you
happy! '' my father screams, trying to ''talk
some sense into the boy. " "For God's
sake, you don't need a woman!"
I
"Carefal, Dad," my brother responds.
''You said that to your oldest son, and look
what happened to him!"
At other tunes, things were on the more
serious side. Take for example, this conversation between my mother and I.. .
"Well , two of my children will be
married off now' and there are two more
_to go, " she states suggestively.
"No, Mom. Two will be married and
there 's one left to go. I won 't be getting
married. C'mon, Mom, you know that. "
"It's just that I've always wanted all of
you to be married before I die. I hate the
thought of you being left alone. You need
someone to take care of you, you know. It's
not good be alone. "
"It's all right, Mamma, "I tell her. "I
can take care of myself, '' I try to convince
her, and possibly myself as well. The _

thought of growing old alone doesn't ex-.,,
actly make my day, either.
I feel .strongly that my brother' s wedding
brought to light my gayness (or the
possibility of it) for many of my relatives
from out of state. I didn't push and shove
in an effort to grab the garter at the reception . In fact , I didn't even stand up and try
to catch it. I danced only with my mother
and sisters at the reception , despite the
presence of many attractive , single
women. I didn't fight to hide my attraction to some of the other men there .
I have to admit that my eyes misted up
a bit when I escQ_rted my sister down the '
aisle that day . For admist the happines~ of
the occasion , there was also a sense of
sadness for me as I realized that yes, it is
true, I will not be married and there will
not be a day such as this , a celebration of
a relationship and a commitment for me
and a lover. I know that many gay people
would disagree with me, as they hold that
matrimony is only for straights and that we
do not need this ceremony or testimonial
to validate our relationships . But for me
something is missing. There is importance
to the public recognition of the relationship and the celebration of family and of
friends as we make the commitment to one
another.
But, . any feeling of sadness or of loss
quickly passed and I entered- into the
celebration for my brother and his · new
wife . And though it was technically "their
day," there were several victories'for me
as a gay man that day that I will not soon,
if ever; forget.
My · aunt, in discussing her oldest son
who lives at home and is a "confirmed
bachelor" in her book, cir her "gay blade"
as she would put it, said to me, "You' re
on the right track, you know. You are a
good man, and we need mor,: people like
you." There came with the compliments
a warm, understanding embrace that
penetrated my very soul. I drew a deep
breath and savored the moment of understanding, acceptance and recognition that
was there to behold, krtowing that such
moments are few and far between. How
often do we hear things like this? Not
enough.
The final "triumph", so to speak,
caught me totally off guard and surprises
me to this day. When leaving the reception that day , n:iy mother turned to me and
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Malcolm M. Mailloux

continued from page 9
were open and honest. They wanted to
learn and weren't afraid to ask the questions the adults wouldn't dare approach.
They were interested in .the gay lifestyle
and were looking for ways to combat
homophobia . How exciting! Especially
since there was what I would · call a
considerable amount of homophobia expressed by both some speakers and participants . I couldn't help but be inspired
by Cameron's openness in discussing !iv- ·
ing with AIDS in front of200 people. His
poise , honesty and warmth captivated the
audience. He gave me courage to be more
out and showed me hope in the faces of
the teenagers surrounding him after his
talk . I'm beginning to learn that there are
advantages to being out there, rather than
only negative consequences.
The holidays are fast approaching. T:
and I are beginning our yearly haggle over
how many days to spend in Connecticut
with my mother at Xmas. We are both
struggling with our family entanglements.
Learning to live healthy after coming from
dysfunction is a major struggle, one that
seems to occupy . many of us in my
neighborhood. I wish us all serenity
throughout these trying holioays. I look
forward to getting back to full moon
gatherings with my northern s_isters. These
ritual celebrations are a sane alternative
and a helpful reminder of a healthier way.
The winter looks promising. Much work
to be done with DEAN, hopefully some
parties and holiday gatherings, skiing , time
to write and read Our Paper. It's good to
have this p_aper on line again . If you who
live in the Hancock County region have
any news, contact Lynnsey and I'll put you
in next month. I'd love to see us build
regional networks, perhaps telephone trees
for information sharing and affinity groups
for political work, as weil as a fun social
network. You never know what mountains
we can move. That's the news from West
Sedgwick, Maine.

by Cathy Jessup

P.O. BOX 251
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
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FRIENDS
I

said, once again , "Well, two children
married , two more to go ."
Damn it! I thought. Why do we have to
play this game? Damn!
"No , Mamma, no! You know that I'm
not getting married. There won't be a wed- ding for ·me . I am ·NOT marrying a
_woman . We can't pretend ."

Hello from · Old Town , Maine! Until
about a month ago , things had been pretty
quiet up here _since Symposium XIV last
July. However , a movement had been going on since last spring to convince the
Board of Trustees of the University of
Maine to include a sexual . orieptation
clause in their equal employment oppor- _
tunity statement. Although the Bangor
Daily News launched the best fight it could
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' to be anthe second is a lesbian play yet
nounced . After the rousing · success of
"Gays of Our Lives" the theatre has a permanent place in our blood .
The BCC dances are still happening
every month. There will be a special _gala
New Year's Eve bash with food and drink
(non-alcoholic) provided . The DJs of the
Bangor dances are interested in holding a
country dance. Anyone interested in this
project should call Wendy at 989-1680.
Wilde-Stein is starting to hold dances of
its own. The dance held on November 12
was a great success and we look forward
to more .

If anyone holding an event wishes to - _
report someth'i ng relevant to the Bangor
gay/lesbian population · please contact
Cathy Jessup at 827-5865. Several other
friends will be helping with this column in
later months so there might be some interesting flavors added to the articles .
That' s it for now from Old Town . See you
"next month.
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PHOENIX STUDIO, INC.
235 Con ress Street · Portland . Ma ine 0 410 1

against the inclusion of the sexual orientation clause, on Noyember 16 the trustees
voted in favor of the clause at their
_
Machias meeting .
rhe result of this vote will be that according to University policy, no one can
be not hired or fired merely on the basis
of sexual preference . Of course discrimination on the job cases are incredibly
difficult to fight in court, but this policy
is a tool to work with, and a big step in
Maine gay/lesbian politics.
At the same meeting of the trustees it
was voted to send a $60 million bond issue
for improvements to the University to the
legislature. The bond issue would be voted _
on in the next November elections in 1988.
Certain forces have said that they will fight
the referendum to •;teach the University
a lesson.'' University of Maine President
Dale Lick, who supportP,d the inclusion of
the sexual orientation clause, said that he
was giving up some political support. Let
us show the Univ.ersity that it has gained
more support than it has lost by supporting the bond issue next November.
The Bangor chapter of N . 0. W . and
BAGLSC is getting together a concert for
next spring. The artist has not been decided upon as of yet, ' but there is a lot of
excitement. Those of us who attended the
March were given new ideas from seeing
the many talented artists who performed
at tlie rally and at concerts that weekend .
Stay tuned for next month's issue when the
artist should be announced .
. BAGLSC would like whoever is getting
- Symposium XV together to please contact
Cathy Jessup at 827-5865 to find out about
your seed money. BAGLSC is- also interested in putting on two one-act plays for
next year's Symposium. The first would
be an act from "Torch Song Trilogy" and

II
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. Established

"Yes, I do know that you won't marry
a woman , " she said rather calmly. "But
maybe someday you will marry a man .
And we'll be doing this for you."
" What? You'd be there if I did? " I
asked in shock .
"You bet I'd be there. You bet I would ,
kiddo ," she said , smiling .

'207-773-8'2'23

CARDS, GIFT5r
& GOOD,IES
3 moulton St'""t · P'o,Uond. main" 04101
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Words of Hope from Central America

My daughters ,
who have known separation.
enforced orphanage,
the hushed war
of sharing mother with unknown children.
barely understanding ,
·
barely forgiving the neglect;
now .
some day
will understand
and believe in the possibility of dreams.

by Lynnsey
It was as if I could feel their deep , brown
ey~s steadfastly gazing through me , looking to understand . ·The angry eyes of the
women watching their husbands leave to
fight again , the eyes of their. men filled
with fear and hope. The soft, yearning eyes
of the children as they watched me , sitting
in my North American home , reading the
words of their sisters, mothers, grandmothers. The eyes of the corpses - many,
many pairs of eyes - staring blankly at the
sky, looking for the reasons for their death.
These are the images I felt as I read the
poems of Ixok Amgr Go: Central American
Women 's Poetry For Peace/Poesia De Muj eres Centroamericanas Por La. Paz. I felt
the horror and struggle of the war. I felt
the passion for life in the description of the

meeting of two lovers' eyes , for these are
poems of life and love as well as pain .
Ixok Amar Go (pro . E-Shok) is a combination of Mayan , Spanish and English ,
the three languages used throughout this
anthology . The title translates as ''women
going forward with love without bitterness .'' The poems are angry , beautiful ,
and passionate but amazingly seldom bitter or hateful . They speak of a people who
are convinced of the rightness of their
struggle and solid in their belief that they
will prevail . Throughout all the words of
death and sadness, I am most struck by the
overriding prevalence of love for alf
humankind and by the hope for the future
that laces these poems together . The
women speak of everyday events occurring
against a backdrop of war.

translation by Barbara Paschke
This book is available from Granite
Press. P.O. Box 7, Penobscot. Maine
04476 .

USM Troupe Stages As Is

I Don't Know What Makes You You - Mirna Martinez
i don 't know what makes you you
nor anything about your past
not even your full name
maybe you hate me love me
i don't know
like i don't know a thing about where you come from
what patch of land you fret over
i have no idea where you aim your fire
nor which of your shoulders ache ·
i don't know if you look for urban structures or gods
maybe mountains woods or water
i don ' t know where you go
(maybe you break up fights
or stride through factories
or schools
·
or streets
or pace the ocean~
or constellations.)
I don't know a thing about you
but likewise i raH!e my arm with resolute fire
so your children can live i serve at the front
and i go on shouting as loud as i can
from this, war of vital death .
but there is no one who loves more your nameless face
because i don't care if a thousand times i'm a casualty
if it's the price to pay
so someday youanonymous in this life ,
can lump clay from a bit of the brand new sky
which is to say
· from a bit of everybody new and new time .
translation by Zoe Anglesey.
The book is laid out in sections by country . Each author has her picture and
biography preceeding her poems within
her country's section. In this way we get
an intimate look at both the countries and
the authors. This layout is particularly
useful for students of political and social
change as well as student of literature . It
is hoped that the antholol!v will be used in ·

college classrooms as well as in the tie1u
as and organizing tool. The translations
have been carefully done with several
proofs by Spanish speakers . This attention
to detail and desire for quality is evident
throughout. Granite Press has produced a
major work wiJ:h dignity and grac~. T~~
publisher, editor and production crew are
to be commended for their efforts.

The Possibility of Dreams - Gioconda Belli
My daughters remained silent
on the lake's shorn
and afterwards spoke
like excited butterflies.
ignited by the chatter of freedom.
by the brazen greenery of the fields.
And they were happy
listening to familiar songs,
singing the clandestine hymn
at the top of their lungs
in the middle of the highway .
My sweet-toothed little bees
will savor dignity's honey ,
will understand the country
wrapped in dreams
that L in exile, was outlining for them ;
they will live among dark faces
who won't have to hide
their serene decisive gaze;
they will grow.
covering with their smile
the hard stone of sacrifice,
honoring the well-loved names of the departed.
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Saul, played by Bill Bemis (bottom) and Rich, played by Patrick Dullea (top)
by Fred Berger
.

l

In late November the Ensemble Theater
Company at USM produced "As Is, "
William Hoffman's play about living with
AIDS. Part of the proceeds from ticket
sales were donated to The AIDS Project
and the AIDS Action Council, a national
lobbying group . A total of $330 and $110
was donated to the two groups , respectively.
The play was a departure from the standard fare offered at the University. In fact,
the Theatre Ensemble was established by
Artistic Director Mark Tocher as an alternat;ve to the University's theater department. The Ensemble Theater is a totally
student-run organization funded in part by
student activity fees.
The decision to produce '' As Is' ' was
made by Tocher and the student board of
directors at the suggestion of Mark Dube,
who serv~d as the play's director . Dube,
who ha~ had no personal experience with
.,, ·AIDS, says that he was "blown away" by
reading the play. ''I saw a definite
challenge in the play ;" he said. "It's written in an unusual style, with the major
dramatic climax - when Rich tells Saul
he has AIDS - happening very early in
the play. The intensity has to be kept going through individual stories and a series
of flashbacks. "
·
To prepare for the production Dube read
about AIDS and talked to people. "Several
of the cast members had lost people to
AIDS," he said. " We did a lot of work
with the cast talking ab.out their experiences and feelings. It was a wonderful group thing to share our feelings to
bring us to an understanding. That's what
we were striving for in the show, so it was
nice to see that happen in the cast. The cast
approached the subject with a real openness. I think they left the show feeling they
had learned something and furthered
un<lerstanding for the audience.''

Dube feels they accomplished the goal
of involving the audis!nce in the play, partly
because of the way the play was written.
"The show had so many different characters that people were able to see themselves
in one of them and be drawn more personally into the show," he commented .
Dube adds, "It is such a well-written
play. It gets tense enough , heavy enough,
to really strike home and then backs off.
The subject would change, or a joke would
change the whole mood of the show. The
audience ·would be pushed close and then
released . People were surprised by how
much humor was in the play . It was a
drama, but it came close to being a romantic comedy as well . There was just enough .
humor to allow the audience to relax a
little."
Although attendance ranged ''from people with AIDS to people who came to the
theater without knowing what the play was
about,'' audience response was generally
favorable. Post-curtain responses varied
from tears to smiles. Both Tocher and
Dube believe that the play affected people's understanding not only of AIDS, but
of gay people as well. Apparently it was
the first time some students had dealt
seriously with either subject. Mark Tocher
says that in a discussion with a "conservative fraternity student'' after the play ,
the man gave serious contemplation to the
thought of what it was like to be gay, or
to deal with AIDS on a personal level.
Mark Dube had a similar conversation with
a student who said, "You know , they were
gay , but they were people, too ."
Ensemble Theater Company plans to .
produce more thought-provoking drama to
challenge their university and community
audiences. In February they will produce
" Still Life, " which deals with a Vietnam
veteran artist and two women in his life. The play examines the role of me·n in contemporary society.
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PORTLAND'S NEWEST PIANO BAR &RESTAURANT
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SUNDAY- Brunch
TUESDAY - Lighf Dinner Fare

t

3

WEDNESDAY- Italian Night
THURSDAY- Country Cooking
FRIDAY - Fine Dining

[
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~

Serving Dinner: Tuesday-Friday: 5:00-9:00

Sunday Brunch: 11 :00-3:00 p.m.
DECEMBER/JANUARY FOOD SPECIALS

Tuesday & Thursday: Buy dinner for 2 and receive lower priced
entree for 1h price

t: '::z: sf

Friday's Feature: Prime Rib
DRINK SPECIALS

-·

Happy Hours: Daily 4 to 8 pm
All Well Drinks: $1.75
All Draft Beer: $1.00
· 6 _oz. Blackstone's Mar!inis ~ Manhattans: $1.50
DECEMBER/JANUARY DRINK SPECIALS
MONDAY: Happy Hour Prices All Night
TUESDAY: Schnapps & Draft: 1.50
WEDNESDAY: All Well Drinks: 1.75
THURSDAY:
Domestic Bottled Beer, Bud, Miller Lite, Rolling Rock: 1.50
SUNDAY: International Coffee Night: 3.75
Champagne Splits: 1.95

207-712-9244

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT ·

Daily local & world news 6-7 pm followed by Wheel of Fortune
PIANO HOURS: Monday & Thursday: Charlie Grindle at 8 pm
and accompanying dinner Friday and brunch Sunday
OFF BROADWAY WEEKENDS ·

Friday & Saturday: Charlie Grindle & Tiffany Jones, 9:30-12:30
Sunday: Charlie Grindle & Ellen Faulkner, 8-11 pm
HOLIDAY EVENTS
I

BLACKSTONE'S in conjunction with CYCLES, ENTRENOUS and
THE UNDERGROUND will begin its annual holiday Wreath Sale
(see poster in each.club for details). All proceeds will go to the
Maine Health Foundation for AIDS related projects.

December 17th - Customer Appreciation Christmas Cocktail Party
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Sunny Sky Blues
by Bull O ' Nee
Harry and Friendly are lying in bed in
their Key West condo, enjoying those
precious moments of togetherness before
sleep. Warm tropical breezes waft in
through an open window.
" You know . I really miss it." Friendly
says.
" What. unsafe sex?" Harry responds:
"Yeah, those were the good old days . No
condoms, no T-cells, no ... "
·. " No. stupid, I miss Maine ."
" You miss Maine?!" Harry 1s incredulous. " We've had nine months of
sun , sand , and surfer sex and you miss
Maine!"
" Yes. but it 's Christmas. I miss the
sleigh bells, the Copper Beech. the
wreaths. the lights. Tinsel on date palms
just doesn't make it ," Friendly ~ripes.
" Oh yeah, I miss it too. The ice. the
snow , the wind , men dressed up in all
those clothes. Forget it. "
" Wouldn't you like to spend Christmas
in Portland?" Friendly asks. " We had
such good friends there . We still hardly
know anyone here.' '
" That' s true. I do miss Ruthie and Gail.
We always spent the holidays with them .
But there is no way I'm going up there in
December, '' Harry asserts.
" Okay then. we' ll invite them to come
down here. What do you think?"
" Great idea. Let' s call 'em right now."
" We can't call them now. They' re probably in bed. We wouldn't want to interrupt anything."
" Oh yeah, why not? I always wondered
what they do in bed." He takes the phone.
'In Portland. Ruthie answe~s, breathless.
" Ruthie, caught you in the act , huh?
Friendly and I were just discussing that.
What do you do in bed?"
" Harry?! Shit, if it were anyone else I'd
hang up - or call the police. How the hell
are you?' '
" Great. We were just lying here in bed
thinking about you and ... "
' 'Oh really , and what do you do in
bed?" Ruthie interrupts.
"Forget it," Harry laughs. " Listen,
how would you and Gail like to come down
here and visit us for Christmas? We' ve got
lots of room . Honey , we really miss you.
Please. "
" Wow, I don't know. We were each
planning to go to our parents for the ,,.
holidays. To tell you the truth we' re sort
of having marital problems and thought
some time apart might help."
" Wrong , wrong , wrong. What ya' II
need is a second honeymoon in the Sunshine State. Now you go back to whatever
it was you were doin' and call us back
tomorrow. Bye.' '
With little effort Ruthie persuades Gail
to make the trip. A week later their pfane
descends on Key West. Friendly and
Harry , wearing short shorts, tees , and
sneakers , wait at the gate.
" There they are," Friendly yells, as the
two pale-faced Mainers descend the ramp .
Ruthie is wearing a down parka, cords,
and leather boots - with rubber soles. She
is c~rrying a three-foot high balsam fir .
" Well , if it isn't Ms. Lana Louise Bean
herself! You look gorgeous."
Friendly grabs Gail and Ruthie at the
same time. The four of them embrace in
one giant bear hug, pine needles fl ying .
" Wow ! It is so great to see you guys,"
Friendly says . " We ' re going to have a
great time ."
" Ruthie, you see that temperature sign
over there?" Harry points . " That's a
seven , n.ot a two . Take off that damn
Eskimo suit. ' '
" Shit , Harry., if you think I'm gonna
bare my buns li~e you queers , you got
another thing comin' ," She slaps him on
the ass .
" Ah , just like the good old days ," they
chime in unison. Laughing, they waltz arm
in arm to the baggage claim.

·Book Review
by Nikki°Storm

The Spirit and The Flesh Sexual Diversity in
American Indian Culture
By Walter L . Williams Beacon Press
Copyright 1986 by Walter L. Williams
The Spirit and the Flesh is a study of the
berdache traditions in Native American
society. The author, an anthropologist who
identifies himself as gay , has spent years in
his research among Indian people. The fact
that he is gay has possibly given him an
insight into these traditions which is as
close to an insider's view as a non-Indian
can come. In his attitude, he seems to have
avoided the pitfalls of ethnocentricity,
which make most anthropological studies
so offensive to Indian people, and nonIndians who respect Indian people.
As a white ··gender dysphoric ·'; I was

.,_

- --

--

more than idly curious about these traditions . I wanted to know what happens
within a society in which a peFson like
myself is not only accept~, but accorded
with special respect for having spiritual insights and powers. I wanted to hear about
the berdache's special role in that society,
and how it might relate to me in my own.
I got all this, and more . As people with
innate gender "dysphoria" (for lack of a
better word) are making their voices heard,
one unfortunate aspect of their message has
been trying to divorce us from identification with the gay community.· It has been
observed numerous times that , as · a
"transsexual" develops his/her new role,
sexual attraction develops for people of
their new "opposite" sex. How can we say
.that the heterosexual "transvestite" (Ed.
. or "transse.xual "?) if allowed to live out
his/her fru1tasy without condemnation,
would not act as the berdache does? Could
it be that tbe transvestite is the product of
a homophobic culture? Is he really ''heterosexual ,'' or heterogender?

-1

New Year~ Portland
Features
Diverse Perjormers ·

These questions are not explored in
Williams' book, only raised by it. This is
the purpose of geod 'writing: to set people
to tbinking. Questions have a power which
answers don' t.
The graphic descriptions of berdache
sexual practice will expose any trace of
homophobia the, reader might be possessed
of. It is this aspect of this book which has
me a bit worried. Will this book be used
to justify racist attitudes? I hope not , but
in the fundamentalist revival of today ,
many startling parallels can be drawn to
the Spanish Catholic, who condemned the
Mayans and others as "sodomites." How
long will the white man continue to judge
the red man by European standards?
Doesn ' t that book ·he holds sacred say
" Judge not, lest you be judged"? Yet , I
confess, _eyen ~ person such as myself, who
·may.' yet be , hat white medicine calls
" transsexual ", founq Williams' descriptiond of ~.exuaktechniques unsettling. That
this is a sad comment on Euro-American
culture seems obvious .

I would recommend Tl;ze Spirit and the
Flesh to anyone interested in exploring the
question of gender identity. For me, it is _
a.part of fuy spirit journey. as a hu~an bfing, exploring the possibilities given me by
the great mystery . To the student of human
sexuality or anthropology it may be something else. It is at least a point of view to
which these people should give
consideration. For the gay Indian , this book will no
doubt be a source of personal and cultural
pride. For the gay non-Indian, perhaps
learning about berdache spiritually will
enrich his own spirituality. For too long
now , the condemnation of the church has
been a shackle on the spirit. Know the
truth , and the truth will set you free . The
truth , as I see it, is that every one of us
is given a unique nature , and we should
respect each other the wa:x we are . When
the white culture finally learns this simple
lesson from th.e red man, the "closet" will
become a thing of the .past.

TIX GO ON SALE .
FRIDAY DEC. 11 FOR
NEW YEAR'S EVE

by Terri Jones
This . year's . NewI , Year's Portland
•
celeb,rat1.on features . two performers of
special interest fhe lesbian and gay community , Holly Near and Ethyl Eichelberger.
Singer and activist Holly Near is. a
favorite of women's mu sie festivals . ·Her · '
song's ' include " finagine . My Silrprise,"
" You·'Got.Me Flyin' / ' "Something About
the Women" and "It Could Have Been
Me,'' . :as well' as f~rhous ccrllagbrations ·
with Ronnie Gilbert, Pete· Seeger, Ario
Gutlitie and Inti-Illimani. She will perform
two shows at Po,rtland,'s '' City 'Hall '
. d,...
· ' 1 10 ::.,
ho•p.m'.
~.-.. 1
A ud1t
11Um , 6 :3·0···p .,·; m .~.3:nu
Obie A war!i winnl.!r·~tliy-T Eich~b_etger' - ~
will also PfrJQrrn : fli s 'specialty1s·contemporary -tramcriptions 6f SliaKespeare•, ·in
which he plays l!II the role, male and
female. · His othe·r credits include MTV ,
television, several repetory companies, a
1987 ,., Be.ssie ' Award and numerous plays
he has written, drrected or designed :
Badges that allow·admittance to all of the
celebration's events :including' Neat and
Eichelberger went on· sale December 10th.
The badges cost"$7 in advance. For mb re
information call Maine Arts at 7'72-901'2.
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Corner of Spring & Cross Strcf:t3

After hours BYOB Dance C~ub

cTl(t Centt1rforJlealtfL,
'

'

L

97 InJia Srreec
PoitlanJ, Maine 04w1
w7-774-58oo

I

also

1 a.·m. - 4 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Open in all the wee mornine: hours of all major holidays.
New Year's Eve, Thursday, at 1 AM
Join us for Portland's best dancing sounds.
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The Unedited Version

Funny how I feel like a fly on the wall
when I'm drunk
At ·a straight bar, there are no "alternative"
.
bars .in Nova Scotia,. at least, not in Wolfville.
I watch the various people in the bar,
college students, getting drunk and getting it on.
I am stared at , because I am different
They must all know my secret
Hey! I'm a person in high standing here
Editor in Chief of the Student Newspaper, the Athenaeum
Big deal, who really cares?
·
·
All they care about is their lonely little heterosexual lives
And staring at my flattop (orange) .
Wait, whoa! Here's something different.
Two girls, obviously friends, best friends.
They are both drunk, but they hug .
·, ·..
·. · · ·
So;· there's nothing wrong with that,
they must be good friends.
Their hug is different, sexual.
They hold each other's hands,
stare into each other's eyes.
Laugh, giggle, talk.
Am I the only one who noiices?
Am I the only one who sees this?
~·Just two friends."
Am I the only one who senses the undercurrent
Of either fulfilled or unfulfilled lust?
They must love each other
They must care
"Hey Heather! How's the Ath?"
"Fine, just fine."
Actually not, buf that's-ok.
Heather Staples

Messenger
.:

I know it's sad, but it's true
I never thought I could be -like you

So many times I fight to stay
on the side that's good

JB.
/

Christmas
continued from page 5
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Adonis Maximus
·

I was searching1 for freedom, and ·1 found none,
I was looking for redemption, and I got shunned!
I was looking for salvation, and someone to care,
I thank the Lord, Jerry Falwell was there!
Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry!
I was nearing the end, I'd had enough,
Along came a man., who had the right stuff!
He must have been a saint, or whatever you call it,
He said, "Don't thank me, please; just hand me your wallet!"
Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry!

· He did what was right, and he did what was good,
He did what was best, and he did what he should!
He spoke with such grace, he said I'd be born anew~
He said, "Money's evil, I'll get rid of it for you!"
Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry!
I had just started, I was a louse,
Until I gave him the car, and the deed to my house!
He said, "you'll be alright," when he began to depart,
"You will be saved, you are of a generous heart!"
Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry! Praise Jer-ry!

Head - dark blond hair shagged
short on top, longer around neck.
Half the strands stuck under crisp white
collar.
Soft vibrant red sweater - glowing covering wide, but not illproportioned
shoulders;
_
extending to long strong arms.
Powerful veins in forearms, as he stretches.
Moving down to slender smooth waist. ·
_
Ass filling out jeans . . ..
press firmly against chair.
The seam worn,
slightly frayed.

~I_____CLASSIFIEDS _______.1

It's hard to find the good in life
to be kind and speak the truth
When lies creep in and have their way
It's hard to see the games we play
We hate, when we want to love
Light hopes to tonquer dark
when we start to yell those nasty things
we find its hard to stop.
Turn your words that sound so cruel
wrap them in a hug or two
the easy words that slip out in anger
will dissolve
If you want them to
Remember what I really wanted all along
was to say that
I Love You

and such. Why, back then, they had to settle for the basic, everyday, run of the mill
set of balls. And what would they have
known about how to take care of a poor,
cold, lonesome snowman staring at you
with those big, dark eyes and that long,
long ever so long .. .nose? Let's face it,
back then, a man was a man, was a man.
Oh, I'm sure that some of the traditions
were the same back then. They probably
had a Christmas goose now and then. And
I'm sure that they had their fair share of
turkeys. Turkeys have been with us
throughout history , and remain with us ,
unfortunately , to this day . But let's hope
that we've managed to at least advance our
cooking techniques over the years . And
while we're at it, about the accommoda-

by

Prem Arun

I didn't think I had it in me
to say the things I do

--· !

A Hymn To Jerry

. .,, .

tions. Sure, we all joke around now and
· then about wanting a good roll in the hay.
But does anyone mean it literally? Give me
a good firm mattress (or whatever) anyday and force_d hot air (heat) . Yes, I guess
I'm better suited for the present times.
Sure, I've bee.I) turned away from an inn
or two in my day, but I haven't landed in
barn yet. Things are looking up .
Well, here I am rambling on and on . It
must be about time to go wind up a (toy)
soldier or two or see if I can catch a
caboose (on the train set) , or go deck the
halls with something or other while I sit
and wait for Santa to come. The guy. may
be slow getting there , but he sure is dependable. Hasn ' t missed a year yet.
Merry Christmas!

Bed and Breakfast accomodations for
women at Kellen Farm, a peaceful country setting in Ashfield, Massachusetts. Enjoy sheep and goats; swim and hike nearby; visit Northampton and Tanglewood.
Brochure. 413-628-4703.
GWM,21, 6'0", 170lbs., blonde hair, blue
eyes, lean muscular body, clean, attractive,
intelligent, discreet. Fresh, healthy, and
new to the scene, in need of good friends
who understand. Enjoy the beacq, music,
dancing, sports and the outdoors. Prefer
-18-26, non-drug users, smokers, college
students, or young professionals. Will
travel anywhere in Maine to meet you! All
responses will be confidential. Please write
and I'll contact you A.S.A.P. Write to
Advertiser #40, c/ o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.
Wanted: Responsible male roommate.
To share two bedroom apartment with
male, 39, in Portland. North Deering area
by Northgate shopping center. Rent $250,
security deposit plus half of utilities. Call
878-2528 between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m.

GWM, 30, 5'7", 140 lbs., brown hair,
blue eyes, masculine, seeks man 25-35 for
sincere, honest relationship. Iain healthy ,
have a secure job and my own home. If
you are ready for a mature, stable, relationship respond to Boxholder, P .O. Box
2362, Lewiston, Me. 04240.
Roommate wanted: L 40's and 2 cats
seek responsible, professional, non-drug
user G or L to share Falmouth home beginning mid-September. Own space upstairs.
$280/month plus 'h utilities . Call 871-2666
after 5 p.m.

Temporary Housemate Wanted: Room
available for up to 3 months, starting
1/22/88 in wonderful West End apt. shared
by wonder LF law student. Rent $175/mo .
Willing to be flexible . Call Martha before
8 a.m. or eves., 772-4741, or days,
, 282-2182.
Accommodations.
We're
cheap, we're
.
..
gay, we're fun . For details, write: PALS
Guest House, P.O. Box 332-0P, Madison,
NH 03849. 1-600-367-8304.
.
Visiting the Boston/Cambridge Area?
Marigold's Band B for women welcomes
you with lovely smoke-free rooms , fresh
fruit, flowers, warm hospitality. ''Close to
everything." 617-244-8617.
Crossdressers of the frozen North unite!
Become founding mother of the MAGI
(Maine Alliance of 6endei;,Identity issues) ,
and help crea"te miracles . Write :
MAGI, c/o Nikki Stern, Box 802 , Bath,
ME 04530.

a

Seeking HAIRY MEN! National adlist for .
bears and smooth or hairy trappers . If you
love fur , this is the list! Information? Send
$2 .00 to: MAN-HAIR , 59 West 10th St., .
NYC 10011.
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AIDS Action of Central Maine
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113

Dignity/Maine
P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Me. 04104
Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P .O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
77).2294 .

AIDS-Line
775-ll67 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m, Sat. 10 a:m.-1 p.m.

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

The AIDS Project
48 Deering St.
Portland, Me. 04101
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 &unset Strip
Brwer, Me. 044ll

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101

Friends and Parents of Gays
725-4769 (Brunswick)

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240

GLM (Gals et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C:P. 7102
Riverview, N .B., Canada

Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Me. 04011

Gay/Lesbian Alcobollcs Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117
207-883-6934

Gay/Lesbian AUlance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102

Maine Bisexual People' s Network
P.O. Box 1792
Portland, 'Me. 04104
780-4085 (messages)

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102

New Hampshire Citizens AIUance for Gay
and Lesbian Rights
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03329
60J.2Z8-9009
Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN gay Phonellne, 4~2088.
Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Me. 04104

Portland Area Men's Group (PGM)
c/o P.O. Box 681
Scarborough, Me. 04074
· Portland Pride Committee ·
P .O. Box Sill, Sta. A
Portland, Me. 041ll
883.(i934
Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box US
Belfast 04915

Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)
,
.'
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461

780-4085

Colby College Lesbian and Gay Community
c/o Student Center
Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901

Gay/Lesbian Contra Dances
69 Mountain View Ave.
, Bangor,ME04401
947-2329

DEAN (Down East AIDS Network)
P.O. Box779
Blue Hill, ME 04614

Gay and Lesbian Genealogy Club
P.O. Box 1044
Bangor, ME 04401

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Tel: 942--6503

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Senices
P.O.Box57
Brunswick, ME 04011-0057
833-5016 or 725-8541

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
Women's Community Project
P.O. Box 3733
Portland, Me. 04104

----~- - -.. . . . . . .-----..........;,_-MEETINGS-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
SUNDAYS

·AIDS Action of Central Maine - first

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Str~t Alliance for discussion, support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. jn Hira~wa
Lounge, Chase . Hall, Bai~ . ~ollege,
Lewiston.

Monday of every month at Sportsman's,
2 Bates St. , Lewiston, 8 p.m. Call Phil
~llis·,-?84-5047 or 782-6113 .
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9
p.m. (except first Monday and holidays) .
Unitarian-Universal Church, 292 State St.,
Portsmouth, NH (side door near basement). Call Daryl (603) 335-4294.

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1 p.m.
followed by potluck.

Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of
every month, 7-9 p.m. Call 989-3306 for
· info.

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.

Adult Children of Alchoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus of gay/lesbian issues, 7:30-9 p.m. YwCA, · 87
Spring St., Portland.

Dignity /Maine, every Sunday, 5: 30 - 7.
p.m., * First Parish Church, Po~and, 425
Congress St. (rear entrance)
* (6:30 - 7:30 until Labor Day).

. TUESDAYS ·

Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first Sundays and third Thursdays of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7:00 p.m.
Dignity/Maine , every Sunday , doors
open at 5:30 p.m. , mass at 6 p.m. , First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St. , Portland (please use rear entrance) .

I

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
-last Tuesday of the month, 7:30, First
Parish Church Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.

Our Paper staff meeting - ·every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. 9 Deering St., Portland.
New members are welcome.

THURSDAYS

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.

Pride Commitee business and planning
meeting, last Thursday of every month ,
6:30 p.m. , 48 Deering St., Portland. All
· welcome. Call 883-6934.

Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. ,
First Parish Universalist-Unitarian
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
p.m., Unitarian Church, Main Street,
Bangor.

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7:30-8:30 p.m. , First Parish· UnitarianUniversalist Church, 425 Congress St. ,
Portland.

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and
Gay Rights) meets first and third Thursday of every month at 7:30 p.m. at the
Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St. ,
.Burlington, . VT.

MONDAYS
-Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at 7 p.m. , Friends Meeting
House, Forest Ave., Portland, 773-2294
(come early) .

Bowdoin Gay-Lesbian-Straight Alliance
meets at 7:30 p.m. in Chase Barn
Chamber.

Wilde-Stein Club - Thursday evening
6~9 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union, UMO.
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 p.m.
First Parish Unitarian-Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall, UMA,
room 114.
Gay/Lesbian Alliance - every other Fri- .,..
day at 7 p.m. , 92 Bedford St., Portland,
780-4085.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (open discussion) , Christ
Episcopal Ghurch, 80 Lafayette Rd., Portsmouth, NH.

SATURDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet the
first and third Saturdays of each month
from 8:00 to 1:00 at the old Bangor Community College Student Union .

.._________ CALENDAR ________________.
Tuesday, December 19
Gay /Lesbian holiday contra dance at the
Orono Community Center, Bennoch Road,
Orono, from 8 p.m. to midnight. For more
information, call Dave at 947-2329.

Tuesday, January 12
. Meeting of the Down East AIDS Network, 7:30 p~m. in the Ellsworth City Hall
Council Chambers. All welcome. Call
326-8546 for more information.

Satun l.,., , .J .
_
The Maine Commission for Women
presents : " Winning with Women: The,
Time is Now!'' with keynote speaker
Shirley Chisholm . Workshops · being
presented are Getting Elected, Referenda
Drives, Mobilizing Your Community ,
Organizing Women in the Workplace, Stu-

dent Politics, Campaign Work, Basics of
Political Action, and How to Balance
Power, Politics and Ethics.
If you would Jike to participate in this
events, call 289-3417 or write: The Maine
Commission for.Women, State House Station 93 , Augusta, ME 04333 .
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.,- Advjsory Committee
continued from page 1
facilities and institutions and o.f "repeatedly failing to address the issue of public
employees who are exposed ."
"I feel it's a voice that's been unheard
for a year and a half," Sherburne stated,·
and then announced his resignation from
the committee, a decision he later revoked
following a discussion with Pickus.

Committee Condemns Helms
Amendment, Recommends
Noncompliant Carrier Policy
In other actions this fall, the committee ,
in November censured the Helms Amendll_lent and vot~d to -~r~e !"f aine ' s.~ongrer,
-stonal delegat10n to JOtn m oppos1t1on , and
recommended procedures and statutory
changes to deal with persons infected with
HIV who engage in " inappropriate
behavj_or' ' that places others at risk. (See
related story this issue.)
The amendment , sponsored by U.S.
Sen . Jesse Helms , R-N.C. and attached to
the $129 billion Labor , Health and Human
Resources and Education appropriations
bill for fiscal 1988, bans federal funding
of AIDS education projects that "promote
or encourage homosexual activities" and
requires. all federall_y-funded AIDS
"education , information ,. and prevention
<>r tivities" to stress " abstinence from sexactivities."

Tempers Flare
Tempers flared in the afternoon with
several committee members expressing
:;c,j.iscontent at the little time allotted to
discussing substantive issues.
Close to tears and with her voice cracking , Dale McCormick, the president of the
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
representing a high-risk coll)munity on the
panel , charged the committee with spending too much time in the morning on "administrative bullshit" and little time on
" the stuff that really matters ."
Earlier that day , drafts of the Maine
AIDS State Plan and several pieces of
legislation were distributed , with committee members directed to submit written
comments. Only McCormick attempted to
discuss the legislation and proposed revisions before the committee .
~everal other members then expressed
dissatisfaction with how the meeting was
. facilitated , and with the chair person leav. ing early to appear on a television
program .

Legisla~e
' continued from page 1
pected to be more broadly written. Its actual content will not be known until the bill
is actually printed.
The third and fourth bills on the subject
are to be introduced by Rep. Charlene ·
Rydell, a Brunswick Democrat, and Sen.
Paul Gauvreau , a ·Lewiston Democrat.
Rydell said her bill will allow ''only the
narrowest" of exceptions to the informed
consent rule, and will require a court hearing when a person refuses to be tested .
· Rydell's. bill probably also will define the
type of exposure creating "significant
risk" more stringently than the Bureau of
Health's bill.
Gauvreau's bill is likely to be similar to
~ Rydell's, and she said they will be merged
unless there is a substantive difference.
Rydell said the hospital association's
lobbyist recently told her the group would
agree to court determination in cases where
-.:c a patient refuses to be tested, but she's
reserving judgment until she actually sees
Gill's bill .
.
Only_bill titles have been submitted thus
far, which is why more is not known about
. the actual content of the proposals. The
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Legislative Council has to approve bill
titles before proposals can go forward.
Those with differing opinions on an issue
, often put in ' 'competing bills,'' and battle
over which bill is better during the session.
Rydell , who has been an active advocate
for guarding the civil rights of persons with
AIDS , made certain she got a title in ,
because she fears .Gill's will be too broadly drawn.
The fourth legislator who independently introduced AIDS-related titles is Rep .
Stedman Seavey , a Kennebunk Republican . He put in six titles; four made it
through Legislative Council. The two that
didn' t called for quarantine and mandatory
testing of " certain individuals." The titles
did not specify which individuals were
contemplated.
The four Seavey b_ill titles that passed
muster are:
· • A proposal to have the Department of '
Human Services set up procedures "for the
. control of the communicable disease called
AIDS .'' The title's brief explanation says
''this bill will permit the DHS to establish
certain procedures to control the threat of
AIDS, including testing and other mea- sures." That statement makes the bill one
to watch , as it's broad enough to allow for

almost anything. Conceivably, ·provisions
for quarantine and mandatory testing - the
topics shot down by the Legislative Council - could show up in the actual bill.
• A proposal to notify school officials
when students test positive. If passed, such
a measure would be a marked change in
current confidentiality policy , which
allows access to test results only to a person's primary health care provider.
·• A proposal to test all donated blood
for the HIV antibody . This already is done
in Maine , so it' s unclear what Seavey°
hopes to accomplish.
• A proposal to set up an '' AIDS Control Division" within DHS. Currently, the
DHS has an Office on AIDS which coordinates the medical work done by the
Bureau of Medical Services and the case
management done by the Bureau of Medical Services and the case management done
by the Bureau of Social Services.
The three remaining Bureau of Health
bills are:
• A proposal to make technical changes
in the chapter of state law pertaining to
AIDS. Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance president Dale McCormick has two
problems with a draft of this bill. The first
is it allows "members of the "health care

RESTAURANT .

team " access -to information about a
patient's HIV status . "Health care team"
is defined too broadly, McCormick said,
allowing clerks and others not involved in
direct care access to a patient's test results .
Knowledge of HIV status should be limited
to those with a need to know, she said,
which means primary health care providers. As a member of the state AIDS Advisory Committee, she has proposed a
revision changing the definition of "health
care team" to include only those giving
direct care to a patient. McCormick's
second proposed revision would incorporate the requirement of a court hearing
to determine whether testing should be
done against someone's will in the case of
a needle-stick or other exposure. The
bureau ' s first draft didn' t set out such a
procedure, as it was written before the Advisory Committee's sub-group on health
care workers submitted its report calling
for such due process ·protection.
• A proposal to clarify laws concerning
communicable diseases to allow for the
unique situation created by AIDS, wherein
· a person may be infectious even though not
suffering from the disease.
• A proposal clarifying the role of local
health officers and their duties of coordination with the stat_e in reference to AIDS .

CHILTERN

MOUNTAIN
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An outdoor recreational dub sponsored by ··;
New England area lesbians and gay men: -:-for furt~er_info_!'~ilffl please·write:
~-

58 Pine ~lreel
Portland. Me. 0410'2

P.O. Box 407-,0 Boston, MA 02117
Call 617-899-1606 or 617-262-8772
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